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A sarnple of six reading-disabled adults showed variations in responses to 

Alphabetic, Numeric and Logographic adaptations of a print-word learning technique 

called Simultaneous Oral Spelling (SOS). SOS conditions encourage students to associate 

a whole spoken word and a whole printed word (Logographic) plus a letter naming 

(Alphabetic) or a letter counting (Numenc) component analysis. Responses corresponded 

with patterns in students initial test results. Subjects who had relative strengths in 

mathematics, word attack and phoneme awareness achieved higher scores and were able 

to use al1 SOS variations to their advantage while those who had relative strengths in 

speiling, word identification and memory were more dependent on Alphabetic training 

and achieved lower word-learning scores. These results indicate that students' skill 

"ratios" may predict their print word-leanllng success. Findings also suggest that rapid, 

pre-attentive item enurneration ("subitking") may be a factor in the reading development 

of *dents who have already aquired phonological skill. 



Remedial reading instruction can only be a "remedy" when it has effects that 

students need and are able to use. Responses to training will Vary with the relative 

strengths and weaknesses in an individual's pre-existing skills and potentials and it is 

precisely these variations that interest practitioners and theoreticians. By examining them 

we may be able to rnake more accurate deteminations about student progress, 

appropriate instruction and the development of reading and writing skills in general. 

As such, reading intervention studies provide us with oppomuiities to examine the 

interaction of practical and theoretical concems. In them we measure the effect of 

instruction on factors that research has successfully implicated in the development of 

reading ability. The findings may, accordingly, enrich Our evaluation of existing research 

and theory, current practice and the relevance of each to the process of effective leaming 

in the classroom. 

This particular study will examine six reading-disabled adults and their responses 

to three paired-associate, word learning techniques: one that involves whole word 

leaniing, one that incorporaies a letter naming analysis and another that involves counting 

the letters in words. It will attempt to replicate and extend the findings of other studies 

that have examined adaptations of a teaching tool called Simultaneous Oral Spelling and 

it will relate its findings to a number of assessrnent and prograrnming issues in remedial 

adult education. Al1 of the participants in this study obtained WRAT3 standard test scores 

that are classifieci as "deficient". (Jastak & Wilkinson, 1993) (p. 33) In fa* none of the 

subjects was able to score higher than the 2nd percentile. Their standard WRAT3 reading 

scores were 5 1, c45, 56,<45,45 and c45 respectively. 



Simultaneous Oral Spelling (SOS) is a multi-facetted word leaming technique that 

teaches students to store new words in memory by associating their c~ho le7 '  a p p m c e  

and pronunciation with the strings of letter symbolq the sequences of letter names and 

the handwriting motions that, respectively, determine, describe and reproduce their 

spellings. 

In step one of the process, students associate a '%hole'* spoken word with its 

"whole7' print referent i.e. they Say a word that has been written and read afoud for them. 

In step two, they analyze the components of the d e n  word by narning and 

simultaneously wpy writing each of its constituent letters as demonstrated by an 

instructor. Finally, in step three, they associate the "whole" spoken word with its' 

"whole" print referent once more by repeating the word when it is presented as a khole" 

and read aloud for them a second tirne. In the second, analytic step, the letters in the word 

are examined visually, named audibly and written manually, in the appropriate sequence, 

so that component visual, auditory and motor information might be associated and stored 

with the word' s "whole" spo ken pronunciation and its' "whole" visual presentation. 

Essentially, the technique integrates a "whole word" leaming routine (steps one 

and three) and a "word component7' analysis (step two) that involves letter naming and 

letter writing; two anaiytic elements that can be omitted or rnanipulated in order to isolate 

and examine their individual and combined effects. As such, there are three primary 

variations of the Simultaneous Oral Spelling process: "whole word", "letter naming" and 

"letter writing". 

The "whole word" variation of SOS involves steps one and three of the entire 

process. It is the "Logographic7' training condition in this study. In this condition students 



are shown a word on a card. They see the experimenter underline the word with her 

finger and they hear her read the word aloud. They are asked to repeat her motion and say 

the word themsdves. Then the whole routine is repeated a second time. 

nie "letter narning" variation of SOS involves steps one, two and three but omits 

the copy writing activity in step two. 1t is the "Alphabetic" training condition in this 

study. In it, a target word is presented, underlined and read to the student who reproduces 

these actions. The instmctor then sequentially names each letter in the word while 

holding her finger beneath it. Students repeat these actions as shown and, lady, the 

instructor and the student repeat the whole word underlining and reading procedure a 

second time. 

Finally, the "letter writing7' variation of SOS involves steps one, two and three of 

the SOS process but omits the letter narning activity in step two. In it a target word is 

presented, underlined and read by the instructor and then by the student. The instmctor 

then writes each letter in the word, in sequence so that the student can copy and/or repeat 

her actions. When the student has finished writing al1 of the letters in the word, the 

inshictor and then the pupil repeat the whole word underlining and reading process a 

second time in order to finish. 

This "letter writing" variation of SOS has not been included in the present study. 

Hulme & Bradley (1984) and Cunningham & Stanovich (1990) have already exarnined it 

in detail. Instead students' responses to the Logographic and Alphabetic variations of 

SOS are wmpared one to the other and to those associated with a Numenc, "Ietter 

counting", adaptation of the process. 



The Numeric version of SOS involves steps one and three of the SOS procedure 

and adds a letter counting rather than a letter naming or a Ietter writing analysis in step 

two. In it the instmctor and then the student underline and read or say a word aloud when 

it is presented on a card. Then, the instnictor counts each letter in the word out loud while 

holding her finger beneath it. The student repeats these actions as demonstntted an4 

finally, the instmctor and the pupil repeat the whole word underlining and reading 

proces, in turn. 

Simultaneous Oral Spelling has been examined in a number of studies that have 

estabfished a variety of conditions and proposed several explanations for its relative 

successes. Hulrne and Bradley (1984) compared the full SOS procedure, its' "letter 

naming" and its' "letter writing" variations to an untrained control condition. Prior, Frye 

and Fletcher (1987) contrasted the fùll SOS procedure with an untrained cuntrol 

condition and Thomson (1988) compared the fùll SOS technique to both an untreated 

control condition and an unsupe~sed "visuai" word leaming exercise. Al1 exarnined the 

responses of reading disabled subj ects and found that SOS produced significantly better 

results. 

Swtt and Ehri (1 990)' however, incorporateci normally developing readers in a 

study that compared the "letter naming" variation of SOS with a "letter counting" 

technique. Subjects repeated a word that was read aloud by the experimenter while she 

moved her finger undemeath its spelling. They then responded to the spellings in one of 

two ways. In the letter-name condition they narned the letters while pointing to each in 

order. In the letteraunt condition they wunted the letters while pointing to each in 

order. (p. 155) Scott and Ehri (1990) found that letter naming did not produce better 



learning than letter counting and determined that "it was not necessary to direct subjects' 

attention to letter narnes in order for them to use this information in leaniing to read 

words."@. 159) 

These findings pose one or both of two different questions. First, the "letter 

naming" variation of SOS may (Hulme & Bradley, 1984) be superior to no training but 

not (Scott & Ehri, 1990) to a "letter count" training. Second, SOS rnay be particularly 

usehl for 'disabled' (Hulme & Bradley, 1984; Prior, Fry & Fletcher, 1987; Thomson, 

1988) but not for 'normally' developing readers (Scott & Ehi, 1990). 

The first of these two questions (is SOS letter naming superior to a letter counting 

technique?) is addressed in the present study while the second question (is SOS "letter 

naming" superior for disabled but not for normal readers?) was examined in Hulme and 

Bradley (1984). Hulme & Bradley (1984) used a within-subject design, an untrained 

control condition and three different training conditions to systematically Vary the multi- 

sensory components of Simultaneous Oral Spelling and identie the components that 

were critical to its success. Reading-disabled and normal students were exposed to the 

following conditions so that their responses could be compared and contrasted. A 

"VAM" (visual, auditory, rnotor) condition used the ent ire SOS procedure including 

letter naming (A) and letter writing M. A "VM" (visual, motor) training inwrporated 

letter writing but omitted letter naming and a "VA" (visual, auditory) condition used 

letter naming but not letter writing. As such, "VW and "VA" were SOS "letter writing7' 

and SOS "letter naming" conditions. Hulme and Bradley (1984) wmpared the "VAM" to 

the "VA" results in order to isolate the effects of "M" (letter writing) and the "VAM" to 

the "VM" results in order to isolate the effects of "A" (letter naming). They found that al i  



conditions ("VAM", "VA" and "VM") were more effective than an untaught control 

condition for a group of six year old "normal" readen and for a group of eleven year old 

"disabled" readers. The lett er writing @A) component produced significant improvement s 

in both groups' spelling performances while the letter-naming (A) cornponent appeared 

to benefit on1 y the disabled readers. 

The positive effects of motorAcinesthetic writing activities seen in Hulme and 

Bradley (1 984) had already been established (Hulme, 198 1 ) and were to be elabonited in 

other studies (Hulme, Monk & Ives, 1987; Cunningham & Stanovich, 1990). Hdme 

(198 1) involved a series of experiments that were designed to investigate the effects of 

tracing on normal and reading-disabled students' learning of (1) letter names, (2) letter 

sequences and (3) abstract forms. In them, tracing appeared to improve disabled students 

visual recognition of al1 three types of stimuli. Hulme, Monk & Ives (1 987) examined the 

effects of manual tracing on visual-verbal paired-associate learning and also discovered 

that it improved the learning of letter names. Finally, Cunningham & Stanovich (1990) 

used three different types of motor activity (typing on the computer, sorting tiles and 

handwriting) in the SOS procedure. They replicated Hulme & Bradley's (1 984) results 

for normal students and also discovered that the handwriting condition was superior to 

the use of tiles or cornputers. 

The particularly unique finding of Hulme & Bradley (1 984) did not relate, 

therefore, to the importance of motor activity. It was, instead, the fact that reading- 

disabled and normal students showed differentiai responses to the auditory, letter naming 

component of the SOS procedure. Hulme and Bradley (1 984) suggested that "the 

systematic naming of each letter" helped disabled readers because it circumvented "the 



need for any explicit analysis of the word into its constituent phonemes." By setting up 

"a simple, one-to-one relationship between the written letters and their names", 

sequential letter narning might have 'enableci' the disabled reader to code spelling 

patterns more effectively than he or she could othenvise have done. In tact, the variation 

in response between normal and disabled readers might be attributed to "a specific 

benefit" that wuld have been afforded to the latter because they had problems 

"segmenting speech and coding print into verbal memory"(p.44 1) 

If Hulme and Bradley are correct in this assesment, reading disabled students 

have specific deficits that are partially remedied or7 at least, circumvented by the letter 

naming activity in Simultaneous Oral Spelling. The technique involves activities andlor 

generates information that they need and are able to use. What then, might those 

pariicular activities andor that pariicular information be? Are they related to the letter 

naming process and letter name information in particular or are they related to the 

segmentation process and the produds of word andysis in general? Is the "remedy" a 

denvative of letter naming and letter names or is it a fùnction of segmentation anaiysis 

regardless of the means? Would a "letter counting", segmentation analysis achieve the 

sarne ends as a "letter naming" word-learning routine? It might if student only needed 

visual and not auditory word segmentation or if subjects 'did not need to have their 

attention directed to letter names in order for them to use this information in leaniing to 

read words' as suggested by Scott & Ehri (1990). 

The specific objectives of the present study are to address some of these 

questions by examining the effectiveness of an Alphabetic (SOS "letter naming"), as well 

as, and in cornparison to, a similar word leaming technique that incorporates a N u d c  



(SOS "letter counting") segmentation analysis. It was hypothesized that one or both of 

these conditions would have significant effects on students' reading, reading-related and 

spelling skills. It was expected that these effects would be greater than those experienced 

in conditions that involved Logographic (SOS "whole word") training or no instruction at 

dl. And finally, it was expected that the effects of conditions might reveal differences 

between the individual participants in a sample of reading disabled adult students nom 

one English Literacy classroom. 

SOS "whole word"(Logographic), SOS "letter narning" (Alphabetic) and SOS 

"letter counting" (Nurneric) conditions were compared in this study in an attempt to 

isoiate the effects of the word segmentation and the letter naming components of the 

Simultaneous Oral Spelling technique. What codd students' varying responses te l  us 

about the nature of word segmentation and letter naming and their importance to word 

iearning, reading and spelling? And finally, how might this information be used in the 

remediation of this particular student population? 



METHOD 

Subjects 

Four male and two female students were rewuited nom an adult literacy class in the 

Greater Toronto A r a  Ages ranged fiom 2 1 to 57 years with the mean age being 38 yem. 

Ail participants spoke English as their only language, belonged to the lower socio- 

economic class and were bom in Jarnaica, St  Vincent or Guyana Although their adult basic 

skills training had varied, none of the leamen were Borded adequate educational 

opportunities as  children. They cited poverty, family obligations and, in two cases, epileptic 

seinires as the most signifiant reasons for infiequent early school attendance. 

None of the subjects in this study scored higher than the 2nd percentile on the Wide 

Range Achievement Test. Their standard WRAT3 reading scores were 5 1 . 4 5 ,  56,45,45 

and 4 5  respectively. 

Materiais 

Twelve short texts and lists were used in this study. They were reproduced and 

created fiom the first twelve selections provided by a program called Individualized 

Directions in Reading (Steck-Vaughn, 1974). 

Each of the twelve texts was a short story that covered similar subject matter, was 

written for beginning students and was also appropriate in content for adult new readers. 

Each of the twelve Iists was created by writing dl of the words in one of the stories in 

reverse order so that each story was, effectively, written backwards in vertical columns. 

Each of the stories was presented with its own, accompanying list so that students 

read the text first and then encountered it again in its' list format. Al1 texts and lists were 

presented to students in an 18pt font. One of the most difficult examples is given in 

Appendix A. 



Design and Procedures 

Six single subject examinations were conducted for this shidy: with each subject 

pmgressing through an Initial Testing, an Instruction and a Final Testing Phase. Initial 

Testing included standard achievement tests, measures of reading related skilis and a number 

of text and list readings. Instruction followed a repeated baseline design that aitemated 

between one of three Un-Trained and one of three Trained conditions. Four post-training 

dependent variables and four Pre/Post training dependent variables were used to meanire the 

effects of these six conditions on (a) target word leaming and (b) reading related skills 

respectively . Pre/Post tests of reading-related s kills i. e. of letter naming abiiity, phoneme 

awareness, phonological recoding and memory, were conducted the day before and the day 

after each training session h i l e  measures of target word learning were taken the day after 

each condition and again in the Final testing phase of the study. Final testing of target-word 

learning occurred three weeks after d l  of the training had been completed. Reading-related 

ski11 tests were not repeated at that later date. 

The same six sets of eight target words were used for word leaming in the Instruction 

phase of each and every case in the study. They were counterbalanced across the six trained 

and untrained conditions, which were, in tum, counterbalanced across the six different 

subjects. As such, each participant in the study received his or her training in a unique 

sequence with no one target word set being associateci with a particdar condition. Table 1 

illustrates this design. 



Table 1 : Six single-subject desi-: instruction Phase 
Subjcct (1 )  Subjcct (2) Subjcct (3) Subject (4) Subject (5) Subject (6) 

T m :  Logographic Logographic Numeric Numenc Aîphabetic Alphabetic 
Word sct 2 Word set 1 Word sct 6 Word set 5 Word set 4 Word set 3 

Testing: Untraincd Uniraincd Untraincd Untraincd Untrainai Untrained 
Word sct I Word set 6 Word set 5 Word set 4 Word set 3 Word set 2 

Testing: Logographic Logographic Numeric Numeric Aiphabetic Alphabetic 
Word sct 2 Word set 1 W o d  set 6 Word set 5 Word set 4 Word set 3 

Testing: Reading- Reading- Reading- Reading- Reading- Reading- 
Relatcd skills rciated skills reiated skills Rclated skilis related skills related skiil'; 

Training: Numcnc Al phabctic Logographic Alphabctic Logographic Numeric 
Word sct 4 Word sct 3 Word set 2 Word set 1 Word set 6 Word set 5 

Testing: Untraincd UnLrained Untrainai Untraincd Unirained Untrained 
Word set 3 Word set 2 Word set 1 Word set 6 Word set 5 Word set 4 

Testing: Numcric Alphabctic Logographic Alphabetic Logographic Numenc 
Word sct 4 Word set 3 Word set 2 Word set 1 Word set 6 Word set 5 

Testing: Reading- Reading- Rcading- Rcading- Reading- Reading- 
Related skills rciatcd skills relatai skills Rclatcd skills rclated skills related skills 

Training: Alphabctic Numcric AlphaMc Logographic Numeric Logographic 
Word set 6 Word sct 5 Word set 4 Word sct 3 Word set 2 Word set 1 

Testing: Untraincd Untraincd UnIraincd Untraincd Untraincd Untrained 
Word sct 5 Word sct 4 Word set 3 Word set 2 Word set 1 Word set 6 

Testing: Alphabctic Numcric Aiphabetic Logographic Numeric Logographic 
Word sct 6 Word sct 5 Word set 4 Word set 3 Word set 1 Word set 1 

Testing: Reading- Rcading- Reading- Reading- Reading- Reading- 
Related skills relatai skills related related skills related skilis related skilis 



Initial Testine; 

Standardized Tests 

Standard testing was conducted on the fint day ofthe Initial Testing Phase of each 

experiment Students were given the Reading, Spelling and Mathematics sub-tests of the 

WRAT3 (Jastak & Wilkinson, 1993), the Word Identification and Word Attack sub-tests 

from the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Ability (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989) and 

both of the Auditory Sequential Memory and the Visual Sequential Memory sub-tests of the 

fllinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability (Kirk, McCarthy & Kirk, 1968). Each testing session 

lamd approximately one and one haü hours. 

Text/List Reading 

Initial readings were conducted over four days dunng four, one and one-half hour 

sessions. Students were asked to read twehe short texts and twelve short Iists: one text 

followed by one kt, at a tirne, so that there were twelve, text/list, reading exercises in total. 

The experimenter instnicted participants to read out Ioud so that their errors could be 

transcribed phoneticaily during each of the exercises. 

Subjects' erron from each of the textllist reading exercisa were subsequently 

compiled and compared so that cornmonly made errors could be isolated Six target word sets 

of eight words each were determined in this manner. Word set one contained four words fiom 

story one and four from story two. Set two incorporated four words nom story three and four 

from story four etc. 

Text and list readings may not have presented an equal challenge to each of the 

subjects in this study. It was hoped, therefore, that this method of selecting target words 

would ensure that the target words would be of comparable difficult for al1 of the six subjects 

in the study. Target-word sets are given in Appendix B. 



Initial Tests of Reading-related Skills 

Four different reading-related skills were measured in this study. They were Ietter 

naming, phonerne awareness, phonologid recoding and memory. A number of measures of 

each skill were given in the Initial Testing phase of each experiment and were repeated after 

each training condition in the Instructional phase that followed The objective was to measure 

participants' reading-related skills prior and subsequeit to each training session in order to 

detect any changes that might occur because of t h e n  

At the end of the study, tests were scored and expresseci as proportions of correct 

responses. niese proportions were then averaged in order to calculate a total, composite 

score for each skill category. Masures, and their order of presentation, were as follows: 

Letter Naminn: Subjects receivd three different tests of letter-narning skill; one to 

masure accuracy, one to measure speed and one to measure their ability to narne letters that 

were presented in groups or pseudowords. 

The Letter Identification Test Sheet (Clay, 1993) was used during the accuracy and 

the speed tests. It is a page of randomly ordered lower and upper case letters. The test of 

letter naming accuracy had no time limit Students were told to 'take their time' and 'do their 

best' to read the letters on the sheet. They were awarded one point for each correct response 

to a letter with a maximum score of 54. In the letter naming speed test students were asked to 

'do their best' to read the lettea 'as quickly as they could'. The number of seconds taken to 

narne 54 letters was recorded. 

A final test of "letter knowledge" (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995) was used to 

measure students' ability to correctly name each of the lette= in each of the following 

stimuli: di, mo, ta, sup, mit fak, tok, bes, kus, pif. dep, hub, gam, bisk and spak These letter 

sequences were presented in lower-case and then again, in upper case. The maximum score 

was 86. 



Phoneme Awareness: Subjects received seven different tests of phoneme awareness; 

initial phoneme recognition, final phoneme recognition, phoneme location, phoneme 

recognition/location and phoneme blending, sequential segmentation and rhyme detection 

Initial phoneme recognition (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1 995). The experimenter 

insûucted subjectr to "listen for7' a particular sound at the b e g i ~ i n g  of four words. Students 

responded "yes" it is there or "no" it is not there. Target phonemes were: Id, 41, /ml, Ad, hl, 

Ib/, IV, /pl and MTest stimuli are shown in Appendix C. There was a 50% likelihood of 

"chance" successes on this test. The maximum score was 36. 

Finalphonenie mognition (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995. The examiner requested 

that students "listen for7' a particular =und at the end of four words. Participants responded 

'cyes" it is there or "no" it is not Target phonemes were the same as for the initial phoneme 

test with the omission of M. Word stimuli are given in Appendix D. There was a 50% 

likelihood of "chance" successes on this test. The maximum score was 32. 

Phoneme location (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995. The experimenter asked students 

to indicate whether a particular sound was present at the begiming or at the end of four 

diflerent word stimuli. Individuais responded by saying "first" or "last". Target phonemes 

were the same as those used in the test of final phoneme recognition Word stimuli are given 

in Appendix E. There was a 50% likelihood that correct responses could be achieved by 

"chance". The maximum score was 32. 

Phoneme recognitiodlocation (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1 995). Subjects were 

instnicted to give the location of a target phoneme if they detected it in each of four different 

word stimuli. Participants responded by say ing " first", "last" or "no". Target phonemes were 

the same as those listed in the final phoneme recognition test There was a 33% likelibood of 

"chance" success on these test items. The maximum score was 32. Word stimuli are Iisted in 

Appendix F. 



Sequentiai segmentation (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995). The examiner requested 

that subjects repeat a word that was spoken for them: once as a whole and once "very slowly 

so that we c m  hear al1 of the sounds in it". Target stimuli were: /bat/ (4). /top/ (41, /mitt/ (4), 

/dime/ (4). lfeetl(4). hooW (4). lpucW (4), f i te/  (4). lsocW (4). humpl (5). /desu (5). Iskatd 

(5). /basket/ (7); lmifï (4), lfaW (4). lto W (4). /bed (4). /himp/ (5). /skete/ (S).The maximum 

score was 84. Credit was given for the shidents' whole word and for their word segmentation 

responses. 

Phoneme blending (as in Yopp, 1988). Participants were asked to "tell what word we 

would have if we put the following sounds together". 'ïhirty words were presented in three 

groups that corresponded to (a) two phoneme words. (b) three to four phoneme words that 

were segmented into onset and rime (e.g. st-ep. f-at) and (c) three to four phoneme words tliat 

were segmented into three parts (e.g. c-a-t, d-e-sk). The component sounds of each word 

were spoken at approxirnately half-second intervais. After each word, the student was asked 

to tell what word he or she heard if he or she blended the sounds together. Word stimuli are 

given in Appendix G. Students were awarded one point for each correctly blended word 

Partial scores were not given. 30 was the maximum score. 

Rhyme detection (Yopp, 1988). Twenîy word pain were presented to each subject 

after the concept of rhyme had been dehed  as "words that sound the sarne at the end". 

Students were asked to indicate whether or not the two words in each pairing rhymed with 

one another. Word pairs are listed in Appendix H. There was a 50% likelihood of "chance" 

successes on each test item. There was a maximum score of 20. 

Phonological Recodine: Participants received five different tests of phonological 

recoding; letter-sound recognition, letter-sound production, speech-to-print matching, 

pseudoword reading and spelling. 



Letter-Phonenze recognition (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995). Students were asked to 

point to a letter whose sound had been said by the experimenter. The Mers b, $ m, s, g and 

b, t, lq p, d were presented A score of 10 was the maximum. 

Letter-Phonene pmdz~ction (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995). Students were required 

to Say the sound of the letten that the experimenter pointed to. The letters b, f, m, s, g and b, 

t, k, p, d were presented Again, 10 was the maximum score. 

Speech-tu-pht n~atching (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1995) Students were told that the 

experimenter would Say a word and that they were to find and point to its match in a set of 

three words on a card niirty-two spoken words were then presented aurally, one at a time, so 

that participants could indicate their appropriate matches in the accompanying sets of three 

printed words. Printed words were ordered to assess phonological recoding h m  partial to 

wmplete: making a distinction between "mask, dress and boat", for exarnple, depends on 

initial consonant differences h i l e  making a "meat, mask, mold" distinction depends on final 

consonant differences. A third and fourth set of words could only be distinguished by fmal 

consonant and vowel differences. These sets included sets like "milk, mask, monk" and ''big, 

bug, bag". Fint and final consonant letters or phonemes were restricted to the set: h/, /dl, /fl, 

lg/, Ad, lkl, lm/, /p/, /s/ and /t/. Target word sets one, two, three and four are presented in 

Appendix 1. There was a maximum score of 32. 

Pseudoword reading (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1 995). Fifieen pseudowords were 

presented one at a time, on word cards, for participants to r d .  Students were told that the 

words would be "strange" and that they probably would not have seen hem before. They 

were asked to do their best to figure and say the words out loud. Cornplete retried recoding 

measured accuracy in reading the pseudowords di, mo, ta, sup, mif. fak, tok, bes, kus, pif; 

dep, hub, gam, bisk and spak (totaling 15). Partial retrieval recoding was then measured (1) 

by crediting the nurnber of letten recoded correctly for each pseudoword across the set 



(totding 44) and (2) by computing sub-scores for initial, final and vowel recoding. The latter 

were based on the foliowing subsets: sup, mif, fak, tok, bes, kus, pif, dep, hub, garn (totaling 

20) to assess initiai and final consonant recoding and sup, mit falq tok, dep (totaling 5) to 

assess vowel recoding. These particular subsets were used in order to m a u r e  the 

development of students' phonological ski11 as it may have progressed in its thoroughness 

fiom the initial to the final and to the medial locations of the letters and sounds found in 

words. 

Spelling (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1994). Students were asked to "do their best" to 

spell the following set of words and pseudowords: bat, mitt, puck, sock, deck, top, feet, dime, 

mie fak Their responses to these dictations were scoreci on the number of phonemes 

represented by their spelling. Three scores were given: initial consonant recoding (with a 

maximum score of IO), final consonant recoding (with a maximum score of 10) and vowel 

recoding (with a maximum score of 5 based on the following subset: bat, mitt, puck, deck, 

top). Again, subsets were used in order to describe and credit phonological recoding skills at 

various stages in their development fiom partial to complete. 

Memory: Three measures of memory were administered They were auditory 

mernory, visual rnemory and listening span. 

Auditory nienzory (Siegel & Ry an, 1 989). Participants were read six sets of five letters 

on them. Half of these sets contained rhyming letters and the other half listed nonrhyming 

Ietten. The order was intermixed and determined randomly. Subjects were told bat they 

would hear some letters that they should write d o m  when the experimenter had hished 

saying al1 of them. They were asked to write down the letters exactly as they remembered 

hearing them. Rhyming letter sets included: B, C, D, G, P, T and V while nonrhyming sets 

included: H, K, L, Q, R, S and W. Only letters that were recalled in the correct serial position 



of each trial were scored as being correct. Letters were read at approximately % second 

intervals. There was a maximum score of 30. Letter stimuli are given in Appendk J. 

fimal menrory (Siegel, 1994) (sirnilar to Shankweiler et. ai, 1979). Participants w xe  

shown six different car& that each had five letters on them Three of the car& contained 

rhyming lettea and three contained non-rhyrning letten. The order was intermixed and 

detennined randomly. Subjects were informed that they would be shown several car& with 

letten on them They were told to write down the letten as they remembered seeing them. as 

soon as the experimenter turned the card face dom on the table. Stimuli were presented for 

three seconds and the maximum score was 30. Letter stimuli are given in Appendix J. 

Listening spm (Siegel & Ryan, 1990) (based on Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). Four 

sets of sentences were presented to participants aurally; each sentence presented with the 

final word missing. The task for the participant was to state the missing word doud and to 

repeat al1 of the missing words fiom the set when it had been cornpleted There were four set 

sizes or Ievels (2,3,4 and 5). Sentences were chosen so that their missing word would be 

highly predictable, thereby, minimizing word-finding problems on the part of the -dents. 

Examples from set one are as follows: 

Sentence one: "The Sun cornes up in the . . . ." (morning) 

Sentence two: "People often drive in . . . ." (cars) 

(moming) (cars) 

Participants were asked to (1) complete each sentence as it was given and (2) repeat 

each of the words that they used, in the correct order, when al1 of the sentences in a set had 

been completed. Probable responses are given in brackets. Students may have responded 

differently and were awarded full marks provided that they were able to reiterate their own 

responses in the order that they gave them in. Word sets one through four are given in 



Appendix K One point was awarded for each word remembered in its correct order to a 

maximum score of 14 in total. 

Initial pre-tests of reading-related skills were given in one session that lasted one 

and one half hours. 

Instmction 

The Training Phase of the experiment was conducted over six days. Students were 

trained and tested individually in sessions that Iasted approximately one hou. Untrained 

target word sets were tested and Trained target word sets were learned on odd number days 

while Trained target words and reading-related skills were tested on the following, even 

number days. Table I outlines the activities that were involved in each day of the instruction 

schedule. 

Emerimentai Conditions. 

Each subject's training required that they leam one, unique set of eight target words 

in each of three different paired-associate learning conditions. A single instructional session 

was devoted to each of the following Logographic (SOS "whole word"), Nurnenc (SOS 

"letter counting") and Alphabetic (SOS "letter naming") training conditions. See Table 1 for 

details. 

Logoerrm hic. 

In this whole word training condition, target words were presented one at a tirne on cue car& 

The wperimenter read each word while r u ~ i n g  her k g e r  beneath it. Subjects repeated the 

pronunciation while underlining the word with their own finger. Experimenter and participant 

each repeated the entire procedure so diat each word was read and widerlined four times in 

total; twice by the experimenter and twice by the learner. 



Alphabetic. 

This letter naming condition duplicated the Logographic condition but with an additionai, 

dennediaie, step. Each word was r d  aloud and underlined once by the experimenter and 

once by the subject. The experimenter then sequentially named each letter in the word while 

pausing her finger beneath it. Participants repeated these actions as demonsnated Finally, the 

experimenter and then the subject repeated the whole word reading and underlining 

procedure a second time as in the Logographic condition. As such, Alphabetic conditioning 

included Logographic training and added a letter naming component to i t  

Numeric. 

The letter counting training also duplicated the Logographic condition but included a 

different, additional andysis. Each word wris r d  aloud and underlined once by the 

experimenter and once by the subject. The experimenter then counted each letter in the word 

while pausing her finger beneath it. Participants repeated these actions as demonstrated 

Finally the experimenter and then the subject repeated the whole word reading and 

underlinhg procedure a second time as in the Logographic condition. The Numeric condition 

was, then, the sarne as the Logographic condition but with an additional, numerical analysis. 

Measures of T a e t  Word Learnin~ 

Effects of practice and training were measured with four dependent variables; 

Number of Learning Trials, Target Word Discrimination, Reading and Spelling. 

Leamin~ Trials. 

The Learning Trials variable was used to measure the number of trials tpken by a leamer to 

achieve a predetermined success criterion on al1 eight of the target wor& in a set Success 

was defined as occumng when the participant had read a target word correctly on three 

consecutive trials. (Vandervelden & Siegel, 1996) This variable only applied to the 

Logogniphic, Numeric and Alphabetic training conditions and the specific target word sets 



that were used in them. Since there was no explicit training or leaming in the untrained 

baseline conditions. there is not Leaming trials data for those conditions andlor the specific 

word sets that were used in them. 

Discrimination. 

Discrimination was assessed by a subject's ability to recognize andlor distinguish target 

words when each was placed in a list of ten visually similar words. Foi1 words differed from 

the target in only one respect They each had one incorrect letter in either the initial, final or 

medial position Individuals' responses were scored highest if they were correct but partial 

scores were given to erroa. Chosen foils that differed by letters in the media position were 

scored higher than those that differed by a letter in the final position. Words that differed 

fiom the target by their initial letter were given the lowest possible score. The following 

example illustrates and explains this system in more detail. The target word "purr" appeared 

in the following list: perr, purs, curr, porr, purt, burr, pin, pun; purl, pum, h, pan. Ifthe 

subjects chose the correct word from the l i e  they were awarded four points. If they chose 

perr, pon or parr, they were given three. If they pointed to purs, purt, purl or puni they scored 

two and, finally, if they selected curr, burr or furr, they scored a single point. 

Read i n~;. 

Reading was measured by the difference between the number of target words read correctly 

in students' initial readings and the number read correctly in final tests that were 

administered the day afier each target word training session. 

Spelling. 

The spelling variable was used as  a measure of participants' post-training ability to spell 

target words that were given to them in dictation. Partial scores were given for the number of 

correct letters and/or phonemes that a student was able to record 



l?re/Post Tests of Reading-related Skills 

Measures of reading-related skills were taken between training sessions during the 

Instructional phase of each case in this study. The same tests of letter naming, phoneme 

awareness, phonologicd recoding and memory that were used in the Initial testing phase 

were used again, before and f i e r  each of the training conditions, in order to measure any 

changes that occurred in these reading-related s kills because of them Post-tests of one 

condition also served as pre-tests for the next Tests were given in the same order and used 

the same stimuli on each of the four occasions that they were delivered. 

Final Testing 

In order to obtain a measure of long tenn word leaming effects, thee of the 

aforementioned tests of conditionai target word leaming (Discrimination, Reading and 

Spelling) were given to students a second time three weeks after the Training Phase of the 

experirnent was completed. These dependent variable scores will be referred to a s  the " +3" 

results. 



Reading Error Tmes and the Analvsis of their Distribution 

Initial and pst Condition text and I is t  readings were recorded so that the type, severity and 

distribution of ecrors could be detemined. 

Four types of error were defined; Minus Ones Good Guesses, Wild 

Guesses and Non-raponses. Minus One errors deviated from the target word by no more 

than one letter-phoneme correspondence. An actual example was "mane" instead of 

"male". Good Guesses were off by an aflix or were able to identiS two of the target 

word's initial, final and medial sounds. Actual examples included "hunt" instead of 

"huge7'. A Wild Guess matched one or none of the initial, final and medial phonemes 

correctly. Examples fiom students' readings included ''grade" instead of "grew" and 

"always7' instead of "lawyer". See Appendix L for more examples taken from the 

tninscripts of subjects7 readings. 

SOS Word Retrievd 

Three of six subjects typically used letter caming as a method of recdling difficult 

words from memory. If they could not remember a word while reading, they would stop and 

try to retrieve it by sequentially reading out the names of each its letters. This practice was 

permitteci during the study d e n  students would otherwise have had no response. Non- 

response erron were registered in the -dents' reading data but their SOS recall responses 

were also recorded in order to masure the recall technique's effectiveness. 



RESULTS 

DescnptivdGraphic and Statistical rneans of analysis were employed in this shidy. In 

the more descriptive examination, Subjects' Standard test, PrelPost test and conditional 

target-word learning scores were tabled andior plotted graphically. Standard scores and 

proportions of correct responses were used to detemiine and dwcribe initiai and change 

profiles for each participant on each of the four different word-leaming measures. Student 

profiles were then compared and contrasted in order to isolate relative strengths and 

weaknesses that might explain why some participants did better than othen and why each 

individual achieved his or her best iarget-word learning scores in a given set of conditions. 

The objective of this data treatrnent was to capitalize upon the single-subject design of the 

study (Borg & Gall, 1989) and provide a detailed analysis of the total sarnple findings. 

The combined., (N=6), data were subsequently assessed statistically in a quantitative 

analysis. Non-pararnetric tests of statistical significance were used to compare differences in 

training effects and tests of bivariate correlation were used in order to assess the strength of 

relationships between pairs of dependent and standard test variables. Kendall's tau-b 

coefficients were used with two-tailed tests of significance. A total sample analysis was 

conducteci, in this marner, in order to provide a context for the individual case treatments. 

Finally, there is a descriptive evaluation of subjects' attempts to use Simultaneous 

Oral Spelling as a word recail technique. The results of these efforts were compared to 

students' initiai reading results. DifKerences in their word recall performances were then 

assesseci and chanicterized as positive, negative or neutrd. 



Descriptive and Graphic Anaiysis 

Standard test, Pre/Post test and targe-word leaming scores were coiiected and 

assembleci in order to detennine and describe a profile of each student's abilities and 

responses to training. The standard scores from participants' WRAT3 and Woodcock- 

Johnson tests and the standardized age noms (year-month) from their ITPA tests are 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: WRAT3 and Woodwck-Johnson Standard Test Scores and ITPA Standardized 
Age Noms 
Participant/ 1 2 3 4 5 6 

WRAT3 : 51 4 5  56 4 5  45 ~ 4 5  
Reading 

Woodcock- 67 3 1 54 52 44 48 
Johnson: 
Word- 
Identification 

W o o d ~ ~ ~ k -  56 30 63 57 44 64 
Johnson: 
Word Attack 

ITPA: 4-2 3-1 7-1 1 4-0 5-0 8-4 
Auditory 
Sequential 
Memory 

ITP A: 5- 1 5-7 5-7 5-7 4-10 5-4 
visual 
Sequentiaf 
Memory 



Subjects' initial scores on reading-related ski11 tests were expressed as proportions of 

correct responses. These were summed and averaged to provide the composite scores that 

are given, by type. in Table 3. Each of these combined scores represents the proportion of 

correct responses that a subject achieved on his or her skill tests. The Letta Naming 

Accuracy composite combines the proportions of correct responses flom two of the three 

Letter Naming Skills tests that were administered. Test results fkom the letter naming 

speed test have been show separaîely in Table 4 and in Figures 2.4, 6, 8, 10 and 1 1 

because they could not be expressed as a proportion of correct responses. Letter naming 

speed scores were recorded as the number of seconds that it took a subject to read 54 

letters. These figures were converted and written as a measure of letters per second. 

Table 3: Initial Reading-Related Skill Test Composite Scores (Proportions Conect) 
Participants/ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Composite 

Letter Naming 1 .O .99 .99 -96 -99 .98 
A-cy 
Phoneme .O0 .49 -84 .57 .64 -6 1 
Awareness 

Figure 4: Initial Letter Narning Speed Scores (ietters per second) 
Partici- 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Scores 

Letter Naming 1.13 1.17 1.2 1.5 .86 1.06 
Speed 

Caldations are shown in Appendix O. 



The relationships between students' test scores are made more explicit in Table 5. 

Test names are abbreviated as follows: Mathematics (M); Spelling (S); Reading (R); 

Word Identification (WI); Word Attack (WA); Auditory Sequential Memory (ASM); 

Visual Sequential Memory (VSM); Phonerne Awareness (PA); Phonological Recoding 

(PR) and Memory (M). WRAT3, Woodcock-Johnson and ITPA scores were standard 

scores and reading-related skill scores were composites. 

Table 5 Test and/or Skill Relationships 
Test type/ WRAT3 Tests Woodcock- ITPA Tests Initial 
Participant Johnson Tests Reading-Relat ed 

Ski11 Tests 

Participants' scores on al1 rneasures of target-word learning are shown in Table 6. 

These tests were conducted the day after each training and again three weeks after the 

cessation of al1 training. The latter are described, in Table 6, as +3 measures. All scores 

represent the proportion of correct responses achieved by a student. Reading and 

Reading+3 scores represent increases or decreases (shown in brackets) that were seen 

between initial reading scores and post-training scores (Read variable) or between initial 

reading scores and the target-word reading scores that were collected three weeks after 



the cessation of al1 training (Read+3 variable). Untrained numbers are averages of the 

proportions of correct responses fiom al1 t h e  untrained word-leaming conditions. 

Table 6: Measures of Target Word Learning 
M d  h m  Discrim Discrim+3 Rad Rcad s ~ e l l  SPU 
Participant: +3 +3 
Conditions 

Participant 1: 
Logograp hic -54 -72 -63 -00 -25 .4 1 -30 
Alphabetic -43 -78 -69 .42 -38 -7 1 -50 
Numeric -49 -75 -69 .3 1 -50 -58 .45 
Untrained average NIA .67 -73 -25 -34 -5 1 .52 

Participant 2: 
Logogmphic -39 66 -78 -32 -75 -67 -60 
Alphabetic -50 -8 1 -75 .43 -50 -78 -65 
Numeric -45 .8 1 .8 1 -10 3 8  -56 .5 1 
Untrained average NIA -79 .79 -.O5 -25 .60 -59 

Participant 3: 
Logographic .34 -88 -84 -58 .50 -86 -83 
Alphabetic -34 .88 -8 1 -3 1 -75 -79 -74 
Numeric .33 -72 -78 .13 .50 -65 .JO 
Untrained average N/A -69 -74 .37 -37 -74 -70 

Participant 4: 
Logographic .6 1 .84 .8 1 .30 -50 -67 .74 
Alphabetic .40 .75 -69 -1 1 .38 -73 -64 
Numeric -53 .78 -63 .O0 .75 .75 .78 
Untraincd average NIA .78 .8 1 -39 -50 .69 -67 

Participant 5: 
Logographic -3 3 .88 -8 1 .46 -50 -90 -82 
Alphabetic -60 -8 1 -88 .50 .88 -76 .70 
Numeric .56 -75 -88 .58 -50 -93 -8 1 
Untraincd avcrage NIA .78 -79 -15 -63 -85 .78 

Patticipant 6: 
Logographic -60 -63 -69 -2 1 -25 -60 6 0  
Aiphabetic .49 .72 -78 (-30) -50 -72 -72 
Numeric -65 .75 -50 .14 -25 .5 1 -49 
Untrained aver-a 7 1 .70 .O7 .38 .55 .57 



Within Subject Analyses 

Initial reading-related ski1 1 scores, Standard test results and target-word learning 

measurements were used to determine the following profile evahations. Each profile has 

two primary components; a description of the relative strengths and weaknesses that were 

evident in a participant's initial test scores and an examination of the differences between 

a subject's Logographic, Alphabetic and Numeric target-word learning scores. The first 

component is intended to provide a description of the students and the abilities that they 

brought to the study. The second is meant to provide a set of labels that describe a 

subject's responses to the three training conditions that they received during the study. 

Which training conditions were associateci with higher word-learning scores; 

Logographic (L), Alphabetic (A) or Numeric (N)? What kind of information was the 

student best able to use in their word-leming efforts? Four different labels were used to 

categorize -dents' responses to training as reveded by their scores on the leaniing 

trials. discrimination, reading and spelling measure of target-word l m i n g .  

Logographen" achieved higher scores with Logographic training than they did with Numenc 

or Alphabetic training (Le. L>A and LN). "Segmenters" performed better in the Numeric 

and Alphabetic than they did in the Logographic condition (Le. A>L and N>L). "Letter 

Namers" had higher scores in Alphabetic and Logographic conditions than they did in 

Numenc training (i.e. A>L and LIN) and "Letter Counters" achieved their best performances 

with Numeric and Logographic rather than Alphabetic training (Le. L>A and N>L). 

Post-training fluctuations in students' reading-related skill scores are also given in the 

profiles that follow. They are shown graphidly in Figures 1 through 12. 



Pdcipa~t 2 (PZ) was a 57 year-old male who had significant dificulty 

processing instructions during the study. He was a shy and careful individual who spoke, 

wrote and moved slow1 y and deliberately. He did not recall ever having learned letter- 

sound correspondences but he had been taught to use SOS letter naming as a word 

retrieval strategy. In fact, Pl  used SOS letter naming habitually and tendd to speak of 

learning and knowing "spell ings" rather than "wordsY7. 

Initially, Pl  scored higher on his spelling than on his mathematics and reading 

tests. His word identification was better than his word attack and his visual sequential 

memory was superior to his auditory sequential memory. Wild guesses and non- 

responses were his predominant reading erron and letter naming was his strongest 

reading-related skill. P 1 had particularly poor phoneme awareness and phonological 

recoding skills. He was able to complete test measures of the latter but was unable to 

comprehend and wuld not respond to the tests of phoneme awareness. They were 

discontinued. See Table 2,3 and 4. 

P 1 did not appear to benefit fiom al1 forms of instruction. The average of his 

untrained target-word learning scores was as good or better than the average of his 

trained results. See Appendix M for details. Context and overall text/word difficulty al1 

appeared to be as great a factor as instruction and the subject's best reading 

improvements occurred in conditions that had relatively higher success rates fiom the 

outset. Generally, his correct reading s increased when his wi Id-guesses decreased. See 

Appendix N for details. 

Training may also have had mixed effects on this subject ' s reading-related skills. 

His composite reading-related sub-ski11 scores al1 decreased afier Logographic training. 
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Phonologid recoding and memory recovered. somewhat. during the Alphabetic and 

Numenc conditions but it was only mernory that showed any improvement with training. 

See Figures 1 and 2. Specific test results showed that letter-naming, pseudoword reading 

and letter-sound recognition and production remained constant or worsened while 

speech-to-print matching and spelling were stable or improved. The latter occurred after 

Alphabetic and Nurneric instruction. See Appendix O. 

ûverall, Logographic training was associated with P t 's poorest results and, 

according to the differences seen in Table 7, he consistently fit the Segmenter processing 

profile. His best responses were to Alphabetic and Nurnenc training. Unfominately, even 

these target-word Ieaming results deteriorated significantly during the three weeks that 

followed training. 

Table 7 Participant 1 : Logographic, Alphabetic and Numeric Target-word Training 
Scores 
Condition Lcarn Discrim Disaim+3 Rcad Rcad +3 Spclling Speiling+3 

Logovs. .O5 .O3 .O6 -3 1 -25 -17 -14 
Count Count Count Count Count Count Count Count 

Proccssing Segmenter Scgmcntcr Segmenter Scgmenter Segmenter Scgmenter Segmenter 
Profile 
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ParliWcipa~t 2 (P2) was a 32 year-old female. She was pdcuiarly conscious of 

her poor pmnunciation and was, not infrequently, reluctant when attempting to enunciate 

words that were difficult for her to say aloud. Non-responses were her predominant 

reading errors. Initially, P2 achieved higher standard scores on her mathematics than she 

did on her speiling and reading tests. Her word identification was slightly better than her 

word attack and her visual sequential memory exceeded her auditory sequential memory. 

Her memory scores were proportionally p a t e r  than her phoneme awareness but were 

not as good as her phonological recoding. See Table 2, 3 and 4. Letter narning skills were 

stronger and more stable but listening span, speech-to-print matching and pseudoword 

reading were not. 

P2 appeared to benefit from her training. Non-responses decreased when her 

correct readings increased. Composite reading-related sub-skiil scores improved 

marginally with Logographic training and more with Alphabetic instruction. Numeric 

training was associated with letter naming and phoneme awareness scores that were as 

good as or exceeded Logographic but not Alphabetic training results. Phonologid 

remding scores, however, responded most to Numenc instruction. See Figures 3 and 4. 

Specific test results showed that letter-sound recognition and production improved in al1 

conditions, speech-to-print matching improved in Aiphabetic and diminished with 

Numeric while pseudoword reading deteriorated after each training session, particularly 

the Logographic and Numeric sessions. Visual memory irnproved in al1 training sessions, 

auditory memory in the Alphabetic and listening span in the Logographic. Rhyme 

sensitivity, however, deteriorated in al1 conditions. See Appendix O. 



According to the diflerences seen in Table 8, PZ was a Namer in reading and 

spelling, a Counter in discrimination and a Logographer on the leaming trials variable. 

Table 8 Participant 2: Logographic, Alphabetic and Numenc Target-word Training 
Scores 
Condition Leam Discrim Disah+3 Rcad Read +3 SpeIling SpeUiagt3 

Log0 -39 -66 .78. .32 -75 -67 .60 
Count -45 -8 1 -8 1 .IO .38 .56 .5 1 
Alpha .50 .8 1 .75 -43 .50 -78 .65 

P d n g  Logo- Segmenter Counter Namer h g *  Namer Namer 
Profile gmmhcr Graphm 

Participant 3 (P3) was a 21 year-old male with a history of epilepsy and a stutter 

that had both responded to medication and treamient. He had been a full-time continuing 

education student for approximately one year and had made significant gains in that time. 

P3 did not use SOS letter naming as a word-retrieval tool. He was the only subject 

in the study who consistently attempted to use sound-symbol correspondences in an effort 

to "get the sounds outy'. He was also the student who showed the strongest phoneme 

awareness and the most obvious phoneme blending and sequential segmentation skills. 

He appeared to have a sense of phoneme location and sequence and showed no 

dispro port ionat ely low reading-related test scores. Initial 1 y, his mathematics and 
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reading were higher than his spelling; his word attack was 17% higher than his word 

identification and his auditory sequential memory was better than his visual sequential 

memory. See Tables 2.3 and 4. Both phoneme awareness and phonologicai recoding 

were supenor to memory while letter naming skills were strong and stable. Wild Guesses 

were his predominant reading error. P3 's composite reading-related sub-ski11 scores were 

faid y stable during the experiment . His letter naming skills, particularl y, appeared to 

benefit fiom Alphabetic training. See Figures 5 and 6. 

P3 generally achieved his best target-word leaming scores when he had been 

given Logographic or Numeric instruction. Accordhg to the differences see in Table 9, 

P3 was a Logographic processor on al1 measures except Reading (in the long term) and 

on Learning when he was classifieci, respectively, as a Namer and a Counter. 

Table 9 Participant 3: Logographic, Alphabetic and Numeric Target-word Training 
Scores 
Condition Leam Discrim DiScfim+3 Rcad Rad +3 Spct ling SpeIlingt3 

Aiphavs. .O1 .16 .O3 .18 -25 -14 .24 
Count Count Alpha Alpha Af~ha Alpha Alpha W h a  

Processing Countcr Logo- LW* hg* Narncr h g *  
Profile graphcr Grapher grapher grapher grapher 
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Pdc@ant 4 (P4) was a 45 year-old male who consistently used SOS letter naming as a 

word retrieval tool. Initially, his spelling and mathematics scores exceeded his reading 

test redts.  Word aîtack was better than word identification and visual sequential 

memory was better than auditory sequential memory. In tenns of reading-related pretestq 

P4's memory scores were better than his phoneme awareness and equal to his 

phonological recoding. See Tables 2,3 and 4. Letter naming and speech-to-print 

matching were his relative strengths while letter-sound recognition, sequential 

segmentation and auditory memory were his relative weaknesses. The rnajority of P4's 

reading erron were w*Id-guesses. See Appendix M. 

P4 responded well to training. Composite reading-related ski11 scores remained 

fairly stable with memory and letter naming skills improving in the Logographic 

condition. Phonological recoding also improved somewhat, particularly with Alphabetic 

instruction. See Figures 7 and 8. During the study, P4 was able to increase his correct 

reading responses when he reduced his wild guesses. His processing profile was varîed. 

He was more of a Segmenter or Counter in learning and spelling but tended toward being 

a Logographer on masures of discrimination and reading. See Appendix N and Table 10. 
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Table 10 Participant 4: Logographic, Alphabetic and Numeric Target-word Training 
Scores 
Condition Lcam Discrim Discrim+3 Rcad Rad +3 Spcfling Spellinge3 

-- -- 

Logo 
Count 
A l p h  

Logo vs. 
Count 

Logo vs. 
Alpha 

Alpha vs. 
Count 

-67 
-75 
.73 

.O8 
Count 

.O6 

Alpha 

.O2 
Count 

Pnx;essing Scgmcntcr Logo- Log* hg* Counter Scgrnenter Counter 
Profile graphcr grapher grapher 

Participant 5 (PS) was a 33 year-old male who was receiving treatment for an 

epileptic condition. His verbal language skills and pronunciation were not standard or 

consistent. His speech was somewhat slurred on occasion and his attention was easily 

diverted fiom his work. 

Initially, P5 performed better on his mathematics and spelling than he did on his 

reading tests. His word attack was equal to his word identification and his auditory 

memory score was superior to his visual sequential memory score on the ITPA. His letter 

naming skills were relatively good and his phoneme awareness and phonological 

recoding were better than his memory scores. See Tables 2, 3 and 4. In fact, P5 may have 

had a significant deficit in his working memory; of which he is personally aware. Wild 

Guesses and Minus 1's were, initially, his predominate error types. 

Training supported PSs target-word leaming and his memory skills. Composite 

scores indicated that phonological recoding was stable, phoneme awareness declined 

marginally and letter naming skills improved somewhat with Alphabetic and Numeric 



training. See Figure 9 and 10. His Auditory memory, visual memory and listening span 

test scores al1 irnproved notably. Other reading-related tub-skills deteriorated but they 

had, with the exception of pseudoword reading, been initially close to ceiling. 

See Appendix O. 

P5 was a Logographer a d o r  Counter on the learning trials and spelling target- 

word learning measures. The majority of his best scores were achieved during the 

Logographic or the Numeric conditions. See Table 1 1. 

Table 1 1 Participant 5: Logographic, Alphabetic and Numeric Target-word Training 
Scores 
Condition Learn Discrim Discrim+3 Rcad Rcad +3 Spclling Spelling+3 

Logo vs. .24 -13 .O6 .12 .O0 .O3 .O 1 
Count Logo Logo Count Count Count h g 0  

Alphavs. .O4 .O6 .O0 .O8 -38 -17 .ll 
Corint Count Alpha Count Alpha Count Count 

Processing Logo- hg* Segmenter Segmenter Namcr Counter Logo- 
Profile graphcr graphcr grapher 

Pdcipant 6 (P6) was a 42 year-old woman who had been attending continuing 

education classes twice a week for several years. She relied heavily on SOS letter naming 

as a word retrieval tool and had not been taught to use letter-sound correspondences in 

her reading or spelling. Some of the texts in this study were particularly difficult for her 

and the majority of her reading errors were non-responses. See Appendix N. 



Initially, P6 scored marginally better on her spelling and mathematics than on her reading 

tests. Her word attack was rninimally stronger than her word identification and her 

auditory sequential memory was better than her visual sequential memory. The 

proportion of correct responses on her initial memory pretests was higher than the 

proportion of correct responses on her initiai phoneme awareness and phonological 

recoding pretests. See Table 2, 3 and 4. Letter narning and letter-sound production 

appeared to be P6.s relative weaknesses while pseudoword reading, rhyme and auditory 

memory provided her with her relative strengths. Her ability to read pseudowords was, in 

fact, very surprising when one considers the fact that she had had no f o n d  training in 

sound-symbol corres?ondences. She used the SOS letter-naming retrieval technique to 

help her attack "the hnny words". 

P6 responded fairly well to her target-word training, particularly in the 

Alphabetic condition. See Appendix M. Composite reading-related skill scores showed 

that phoneme awareness improved in d l  training sessions. particularly with Alphabetic 

instruction while phonological recoding was stable with some improvement given 

Numeric training. See Figures 1 1 and 12. Specific test results revealed that Auditory 

rnemory increased with letter name and letter count training while visual memory and 

listening span improved with whole word training. See Appendix O. Generally, P6's non- 

response reading erron decreased while her correct responses increased. See Appendix 

N. On most target-word leaming rneasures her processing profile was Namer. See Table 

12. 
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Table 12 Participant 6: Logographic, Alphabetic and Numeric Target-word Training 
Scores 
Condition Leam Discrirn Discrim+3 Read Read +3 Spelling S p e h e 3  

Alphava .16 .O3 2 8  -44 .25 -2 1 .23 
Count Alpha Count Alpha Count A l p h  Aipha M P ~  

Processing Namcr Scgrncntcr Namer Log* Namcr Namcr Namer 
Profile grapher 

Between Sub-iects 

Students' best scores and the condition that they achieved them in are given in 

Table 13. 

Table 13 Participants' Best Target-word Learning Scores and Conditions 
Participant Learning Discrirn Discrim+3 Reading &ding+3 SpcHing Spelhgt3 

Trials 

P l  -43 .78 -69 -42 .50 .7 1 .JO 
Alphabctic Alphabclic Alphabctic Alphabetic Numcric Alphabetic Aiphabetic 

P2 .39 .8 1 .8 1 .43 .75 -78 -65 
mP Alphabctic Numeric Alphabctic Logo- Alphabetic Alphabetic 
graphic Murncric graphic 

P3 .33 -88 .84 .58 .75 -86 -83 
Numcric Logo- Log* Alphabctic Logo- h g *  

graphic graphic graphic graphic gxaphic 

P4 .40 .84 -8 1 .30 .75 -75 .78 
AIphabctic Logo- Logo- ~ ~ 0 -  Numcric Numenc Numenc 

graphic graphic graphic 

P5 .33 .88 -88 .58 .88 .93 .82 
Logo- Logo- Numeric Numeric Alphabctic Numeric Logo- 
gmphic grapluc W P ~ ~ C  

P6 -49 -78 -78 .50 .72 -72 .75 
Alphabctic Numcnc Alphabctic Logo- Alphabctic Alphabetic Alphabetic 

graphic 



Participants 3 and 5 cowistently achieved the highest scores in ths study while 

Participants 2 and 4 generally scored in the second uiird and Participants 1 and 6 had the 

lowest results on al1 but two out of six variables. 

Students with better target-word leaming results generalfy achieved them 

subsequent to Logographic or Numenc training. They scored somewhat higher on their 

WRAT3 Mat hernatics sub-tests than they did on their WRAT3 Spelling tests. Their 

Auditory Sequential Memory scores were somewhat better than their Visual Sequentid 

Memory scores and their Word Attack results were marginally superior to their Word 

Identification scores. They also scored higher on Phoneme Awareness and Phonologicd 

Recoding measures t han they did on tests of their Memory. 

The second two students were aiike in that their Visual Sequential Memory was 

better than their Auditory Sequential Memory and their Word Attack skills were as good or 

better than their Word Identification abilities. Their best target-word learning results were 

scattered across al1 conditions. Their Memory scores were better than their Phoneme 

Awareness but not their Phonological Recoding. 

Finally, the lowest scoring subjects performed at their best when they were given 

Alphabetic training. They differed fiom the better perforrners in that their Spelling was 

superior to their Mathematics skills. Their Memory scores were higher than their Phoneme 

Awareness test results. 

Thus, students with relatively higher math, auditory sequentid memory and word 

attack scores may have a more successful processing profile than those who perform better 

on their spelling, visual sequentid memory and word identification tests. Students with 

higher mathematics than spelling scores appear experience relatively greater successes in 

leamin& reading and spelling. Furthemore, students with higher scores in mathematics and 



in auditory sequential memory appear to perform better than students who show relative 

strengths in mathematics and visual sequential memory. Similady, students with the 

combination of relative strength in spelling and visual sequential memory appear to perform 

somewhat better than those with higher spelling and auditory sequential memory scores. 

pro ces sin^; Labels 

In the within-subject analysis, participants were labeled with one of four "processing" 

labels on each of the experimental variables. They were described as "Logographers", 

" Segmenters'', "Letter Narners" and "Letter Counters". "Logographers" perfomed better 

with Logographic training than they did with Numeric or Alphabetic training (i-e. b A  and 

DN). "Segmenters" showed the opposite pattern and performed better in Numeric and 

Alphabetic than they did in the Logographic condition (i. e. A>L and N>L). "Letter Narners9* 

had higher scores in Alphabetic and Logographic conditions than they did in Nurneric 

training (A>L and b N )  and "Letter Counters" achieved their best performances with 

Numeric and Logographic rather than Alphabetic training ( D A  and N>L). 

Once these classifications had been made, participants' initial skills and target-word 

leaming scores were cornpared and contrasted for each profile in order to determine whether 

students with a pariicular profile shared characteristics that they did not have in common with 

subjects d o  belonged to a different profile. When completed, the analysis reveaied the 

tollowing patterns. 

Generdly, Logographers and/or Counters achieved higher target-word leaming 

scores than Segmenters and Namers. Letter Namea were, in f q  the group least likely to 

show improved reading-related skills subsequent to their target word training sessions. Their 

Memory scores improved while Letter Counters, Segmenters and Logographers improved in 

Memory, Letter Narning and Phonemic Awareness. 



Subjects who improved on tests of Letter Naming and Phoneme Awareness did so 

after their Alphabetic or their Alphabetic and their Numenc training. Improved scores in 

Phonological Recoding only occurred after Alphabetic training while Memory scores 

increased afier dl training types. Positive Memory ski11 changes were more likely to 

occur after Logographic and Numeric training than after Alphabetic training. 

Changes in Error Tme Distributions 

Initial, post-condition and final error type distributions were examined in detail. 

Patterns were only evident, however, in students' initial reading erron. These are shown 

in Figure 13 and can be describeci as follows. 

The two "bettef' students in the study began it with the following error pattern: Correct 

responses > Wild Guesses > Non-responses (C > WG > NR). These were the students 

who had higher phoneme awareness scores i.e. they were Participants 3 and 5 whose 

WRAT3 Math, Word Attack, Phoneme Awareness and Auditory Sequential Memory 

exceeded their WRAT3 Spelling, Word Identification, Memory and Visual Sequential 

Memory scores. 

Participants 1 and 4 appeared to be more visual processors. They both had the 

following error pattern: Wild Guesses > Non-Responses and Wild Guesses > Correct 

responses (WG > NR and WG > C). They each had WRAT3 Spelling and Visual 

Sequential Memory results that were better than their WRAT3 Math and Auditory 

Sequential Memory scores. 
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Finally, Participants 2 and 6 had the following pattern: Non-responses > Correct 

responses > Wild Guesses (NR > C > WG). Their only profile similarity was that their 

Word Attack were greater than or qua1 to the Word Identification scores. 

Effects of Conditions 

The mean proportions of correct responses and the standard deviations for di 

variables are shown in Table 14. Non-parametric tests for K related samples (Kendall's W 

test to compare Trained conditions) and for two related samples (Wilcoxon signed ranks 

test to compare Trained and Untrained conditions) showed, however, that these 

differences in mean scores were not statistically significant. 

Table 14 Mean Proportions of Correct Responses and Standard Deviations for ail Dependent 

Trained Untrained Alpha N e c  Loao 

The L e m  trials variable was used to measure the number of trials taken to 

achieve three correct readings of a target word during training. In Table 14 the number of 

trials is expressed as a proportion of the maximum number possible. On this variable, 

smaiier proportions indicate faster and/or easier leanllng than higher ones. On ali other 

variables, however, larger proportions are more indicative of success. This includes the 



Reading and Reading+3 variables. These were used a s  measures of change in students 

correct readings. More precisel y, they are measures of pre-post training changes in the 

proportion of correct responses. 

Changes in Error Distributions: 

The nurnber of defined errors (Numeric, Identity, Sequence and Non-response) were 

expressed by type as proportions of total erron. Proportions were calculated for each 

subject's initial, pre-training, readings; for their final, post-training, readings and for the 

changes that occurred between the first and the last These are shown in Appendk N. The 

mean changes are shown in Table 15. The latter are used to provide a record of mean changes 

in the proportions of defined error types. 

Table 15 Means Changes and Standard Deviations for Proportional Error Distributions 
Alpha Numcric Logo 

Minus Oncs -19 -.13 -.O7 
L38) (-29) (- 17) 

Good Guesscs -.24 -13 -17 
(.24) (.30) C45) 

Wild Gucsscs .O9 .O8 -.2 1 
(-38) (-4 1) (. 17) 

N~m-respons~s -.O3 -.O9 -. 17 
(.28) (-47) (-27) 

Non-parametric tests for K related samples (Kendalys W test to compare Trained 

conditions) showed, however, that these differences in mean scores were not statistically 

signi ficant . 



SOS Word Reading Retrieval 

Three of the six participants in this study successfully employed an SOS retrieval 

procedure whenever they were unable to respond to words in the print Whenever they found 

themselves in a non-response situation, these students would name the letters in the spelling 

out loud in an attempt to trigger their recognition of the word- 

Word readings that were produced in this manner were subsequently compared to 

those that had been recorded during the student's initial readings. Characterizations of their 

attempts are provided in Tables 17, 18 and 19. Correct responses and errors that were l e s  

severe than the initial response are referred to as being "positive". Those that were equident 

to the initial error or were more severe than the initiai error, are described, respectively, as 

being "neutral" or "negative". Situations where there were continued silences despite the use 

of the SOS recall technique, are characterized here as  being "non-retrievable" (NR). 

Table 17 Participant 1 : Changes in the severity of errors with SOS Retrieval 
Qvnctaiution o f  aror Alphrbcfic Niuncric ~ O P P ~ ~ C  UotraiaEd 

Table 18 Participant 4: Changes in the severity of erron with SOS Retrieval 
Chmctaktim of cnw Alphrbdic NPmttic lngolplphic Untraincd 

Table 19 Participant 6: Changes in the severity of e m n  with SOS Retrieval 
Ciunctcrintion of amr Alpiubdic NFmmic holpl~hic Untninod 



The results were, overall, very clear. The vast rnajority of SOS Retrievak produced a 

reading: one that wris likely to be "positive" or at least "neutral" in character. P4 and P6 

benefited most but even Pl recorded a greater than f i e  percent improvement in his reading. 

Pl used the technique to i b  b a t  advantage in Untrained conditions while P4 and P6 

experknced better results when they used it d e r  Training P4 did particularly well with SOS 

Retrieval given Alphabetic and Logographic training while P6 recorded her best results in the 

Numeric and Logographic conditions. 

With such positive feedback it is not difficult to understand why these three -dents 

use the SOS word Retrieval procedure as  habitually as they do. It provides them with a recall 

strategy that cm be easily, immediately and efktively applied 



DISCUSSION 

Sequential letter naming was obviously an effective word retrieval strategy for the 

three students who used it in this study. At least, it appears to have helped them to 

remember spellings and the pronunciations that are associated with those spillings. n i e  

long-terni appropriateness of using this strategy is, however, another issue; one that 

requires and awaits a more detailed examination. 

This particular study primaril y wncemed the effectiveness of SOS letter naming 

and letter counting in their capacity as word learning tools. The main hypotheses were 

that these techniques would be associated with better target-word leaming scores than 

whole word and untrained target-word leaming and that students varying responses 

would reveal individual differences within the small sample of reading disabled students 

who participated in this study. 

Overail effectiveness 

The results were varied in this study; so much so that the first of its major 

hypotheses could not be supported in an unqualified fashion. No one or two training 

conditions were associated with superior performances in al1 cases or on al1 measures of 

word learning. 

Mean scores and standard deviations on the variables tended to suggest that 

Alphabetic instruction might have provided training that had a somewhat more positive, 

longer lasting influence on students learning. Generally, Trained mean scores exceeded 

Untrained mean scores; Logographic results were better than Numeric and, particularly 

after three weeks time, Alphabetic instruction maintained somewhat higher scores on 

most measures of target-word learning. 



These differences were not, however, conclusive. They were not statistically 

significant and they were not supporteci by the findings of the descriptive d y s e s .  The 

latter clearly indicated that SOS letter naming was not the moa effective training for al1 

participants. In fact, the second hypothesis in the study provided a more accurate 

description of the findings. Students' responses to training corresponded with differences 

in their initial ski11 profiles. In fact, these initial differences appeared to be the most 

important factors in students' leaming. They were not likely, however, to be the only 

influences. It is necessary to wnsider a number of other factors that may also have 

contributed to these findings. 

First, the size and composition of the sarnple in this study is likely to have 

affected the conclusiveness as well as the reliability of results. There were only six 

subjects who were al1 at the very low end of the reading ability spectmm. Second, there 

was the fact that training conditions only targeted eight words in sessions of very Iimited 

duration. Finally, the design of the interventions may also have played an additional role. 

The Alphabetic and Numeric conditions in this study duplicated the Logographic training 

format and then added extra segmentation activities to it so that differences in results 

could be more precisely attributed to the effects of letter naming and counting. Results 

may have been more pronounced, however, if Logographic routines had not been 

incorporated into al1 of the training conditions quite this thoroughly. If the segmentation 

conditions had involved naming or counting and only one repetition of a word's 

pronunciation then there may have been more significant differences between the 

students' responses to each of them. 



The fact remains, however, that individual differences wrresponded with 

participants' varieci responses to training. There was a concurrence between target-word 

leaniing results and the various Initial Test/skill Profiles of its' subjects. So, dthough 

sample statistical analysis lends moderate support to the superiority of SOS letter naming 

over time, single-subject examinations force the qualification of this conclusion. The 

relative strengths and weaknesses in a student's initial skills appear in large part to 

influence his or her response to this and other forms of instruction. There were. in fact, no 

unifonnly superior word learning conditions in this study. 

Individual DiKerences 

Subjects whose WRAT3 Mathematics > Spelling, Woodcock-Johnson Word 

Attack > Word Identification and ITPA Auditory Sequential Memory > Visual Sequential 

Memory also tended to perform better on measures of target-word leaming than those 

whose test results were WRAT3 Spelling > Mathematics Woodcock-Johnson Word 

Identitication > Word Attack and ITPA Visual Sequential Memory > Auditory Sequential 

Memory. Relative strengths in phoneme awareness and phonological recoding rather than 

in memory (Le. PA > M or PR > M test scores rather than M > PA or M > PR test scores) 

also appeared to predict superior target word learning and better, wider ranging 

improvements in these and other reading-related skills. 

Some students, it seems, had relative skill profiles that were either the result of, or 

a reason for their past and present successes. They were better able to use dl word 

learning conditions to their advantage. When exposed to Alphabetic training they made 

the more extensive improvements in reading-related ski11 areas and when given Numeric 

and Logographic instruction they were able to achieve the higher scores on measures of 



target word learning. Thus, the relatively successful students in the study appear to have 

had a more marked propensity to improve their sub-skills and their reading and spelling 

performances; a result t hat may illustrate what Stanovich ( 1 986) d l e d  Mat hew effects. 

Given the same instruction, more highly skilled, 'richer' studento become even 

more able and accomplished while relatively lower achieving, 'poorer', students becorne 

even less successful in cornparison. In this case, the more disadvantaged students were 

l e s  able to improve their reading-related sub-skills, were less able to perform with 

Nurneric and Logographic training and were, more or les, dependent on Alphabetic 

instruction in order to achieve their best target word learning. 

This 'best' target word learning is not, however, inconsequential. It may provide a 

foundation for a 'poorer' audent's eventual success. SOS letter naming did not have 

statistically superior effects on students' immediate performances in this study. It did not 

have the strongest effects on the better students' target word learning but it did promote 

sub-skill development for al1 leamers and it did appear to enable some ' poorer' students 

to obtain greater word learning frequencies than they would othenvise have been able to 

achieve. It may, therefore, exert less influence on aiment readings but exert greater 

pressure on both the acquisition of a print lexicon and the improvement of sub-skills that 

would result in better readings in future. As such, given longer-tem objectives, 

Simultaneous Oral Spelling may be a method of choice in the preliminary or a priori ski11 

acquisition of students who are having or may have difficulty leaming to read and spell. 

SOS letter naming may, therefore, be an effective CO-requisite to other forms of 

instruction that specifically target the development of reading-related sub-skills. Research 

has clearly shown that a majority of reading disabiiities are associated with specific 



phoneme awareness and verbal coding, deficits that are best remedied with specific 

phonological training. In fact, SOS might be an appropriate prewsor andlor adjunct to 

these types of instruction. Students may require something of an existing pnnt lexiwn 

before they can acquire greater phoneme awareness and stronger phonological processing 

skills. Without this lexicon, the leaming process rnay lack sufficient input and/or students 

rnay not have internalized enough examples to generalize and abstract. 

Further research is required to determine whether phonological deficits might be 

remedied more effectively in students who had received or were concurrently receiving 

SOS target-word training as well. Simultaneous Oral Spelling may, or rnay no< prove to 

be of particular value to students who need to improve their phoneme awareness andlor 

phonological recoding. It may, or rnay not, be of particular value to students who are 

acquiring letter-sound knowledge but are not yet able to utilize letter-sound 

correspondences when storing and retrieving words in and fiom memory. 

Unfortunately, this study did not include a letter sound condition. It would have 

been interesting to know whether its' participants were able to use such information in 

their word leaming and, if so, to what extent and eEect. It is possible that higher scoring 

students rnay have been more able to use phonological information in their word leaming 

and were more able to use Numeric and Logographic training as a result. Less successful 

subjects rnay have been less knowledgeable andor skilled in the use of phonologicd 

information. As a result, they rnay have been in greater need of SOS letter name bridging. 

Absolute and Relative Categories 

Students whose phoneme awareness and phonological recoding scores exceeded 

their memory scores generally obtained better word leaming results than other subjects 



whose memory skills were relatively stronger than their phonological recoding and 

phoneme awareness. The former were generaily desnibed as Counters and Logographers 

in this study while the latter were most oflen categorized as being Segmenters and 

Narners. It should be noted that these labels were used in order to characterize 

individuals' processing profiles i.e. to reflect the training conditions that they were and 

were not able to use in their target word learning. Such constructs might be usefbl in 

predicting these students' reactions to tiirther intervention but they are not necessarily 

intended as descriptions of general or naturally occumng processing types. 

In fact, it is tempting to assume that the students in this study could be categorized 

in these ways. Making such classifications would, however, be sornething of an illusory 

exercise. The constructs used in this study are only relative. General, objective 

classifications are, difficult to make. Pnor, Fry and Fletcher (1987) had great difficulty 

assigning subjects to 'Chinese' and 'Phonecian' processing categories. They managed to 

classify only about one third of their students as belonging to one or the other of these 

classifications and were forced to conclude as follows. 

"Disabled readers may be wnceived as being at the lower end of a distribution 
of phonological awareness with 'Chinese' at the lower extreme (and therefore 
most handicapped) and 'Phonecians' fiirther up the distribution but still well 
below the average. This concept would fit the children in this study much 
better than one which saw them as being distinct sub-groups." (p.70) 

They then supported Gittelman's (1985) belief and suggestion "that disabled 

readers are a heterogeneous population and that remdial approaches should involve 

identification of individual differences." (p. 70) 

The evidence in this study also supports these contentions. Individual differences 

appeared to predict students' responses to training. Participants' relative abilities and 



needs corresponded to their reactions to different methods of target word training. In fact, 

it would be worthwhile to pursue this observation in subsequent reseafch. Perhaps there is 

practical andlor theoretical value in the identification and determination of readers' 

relative skill relationships. Ratios of one reading-related sub-ski11 to another rnay prove to 

have a predictive value that would help practitioners to select appropriate instructional 

techniques; ones that remedial reading students need and would be able to use. Ratios 

may also prove to have independent signifimce as factors in word leaming and reading 

acquisition. Phonological, and to a lesser extent, orthographic skills account for what may 

be most, but not dl, of the variance in reading and spelling performances. (Stanovich & 

West, 1989) It would be interesting to see whether or not the relationships between 

phonological, orthographic and memory skill could account for some small portion of the 

variance that remains unexplained. At the very least, relative skill ratios might enable us 

to quanti$ a d o r  analyze theoretical wnstructs like reading "strategies" andlor reading 

disability "sub-types". 

Current findings suggest these and other possibilities. They rnay also mggest that 

it would be both prudent and productive for practitioners to assess and consider students' 

arithmetic abilities when deciding on the components of a remediai reading program. 

Mathematics scores rnay help to predict the success of different word-learning 

techniques. At least the data collecteci here suggest that this possibility ought to be 

examined more rigomusly in future. 

Anthmetk and Letter Counting Sküls 

Word Attack, Auditory Sequential Memory, Initial Phoneme Awareness and 

Phonological Recoding skills were closely associated with subjects' relative successes in 



this study but so were individuals' relative achievements on the WRAT3 Mathematics 

sub-test. Participants who attained higher scores on the Mathematics than they did on the 

Spelling and Reading sub-tests of the WRAT3 also penormed relatively better on 

measures of target word leaming (including reading). This was an unexpected, somewhat 

counter-intuitive finding that warrants discussion. What could relatively stronger math 

skills indicate about the students' who have them? 

Mathematics scores by themselves might merely indicate the overall breadth of an 

individual's educational experience or they might be related to the development of a 

more analytic approach to problem-solving and learning tasks. They might provide us 

with a measure of cognitive capacity or they might reflect underlying, cognitive, leaming 

skills that are required in the acquisition of basic math and basic reading processes. 

Demonstrated successes in one area of study rnay suggest that important capabilities are 

available for use on other tasks in other academic domains. Basic math skills may, for 

instance, indicate that working andlor long-term memory are suficient to sustain 

adequate learning. 

Relatively stronger Mathematics than Spelling or Reading, on the other hanci, may 

indicate that some students have experienced a particular instructional emphasis or that 

they have some generally unfulfilled academic potential. 

The question remains open. In fact, these possibilities have largely gone 

unexamined. The particular importance of number knowledge and of counting ski11 has, 

however, been examined in a number of reading research studies. The recognition, 

discrimination and rapid naming of letters and numbers have been found to correlate with 

early reading achievement (Torgesen, Wagner, Simmons & Laughon, 1990) and, 



specifically, with word reading and spelling (Ackerman, Dykman & Gardner, 1990). 

Torgesen et al detemined that serial narning of digits and letters was a more powemil 

predictor than the naming of items that were presented one at a tirne in isolation. They 

found that counting fluency or speed was an important ski11 indiaitor: counting rates 

alone accounted for a considerable amount of the variance between individuais' word 

reading skills. 

It is believed that these measures predict word reading ski11 because they 

differentiate students on the basis of their ability to fonn, store and retrieve phonological 

and, to a lesser extent, orthographic representations of words in memory. Inaccurate 

and/or poorly defined representations in memory may account for poor overall word 

recognition andior production skills. The coding of phonological information is liable to 

be the primary source of dificulties but symbolic representations may well be a 

secondary source. (Stanovich & West, 1989) 

There may be some evidence in this particular study that the subjects needed to 

improve their ability to form, store and/or retrieve both phonological and orthographic 

representations in and from rnemory. This is evident if one accepts the assumption that 

letter naming is more likely than letter counting or whole word training to provide 

segmented phonological information while letter counting and whole word instruction are 

more likely to provide students with amrate orthographic stimuli alone. The relatively 

higher sconng students in this study were able to use Alphabetic, Numenc and 

Logographic information in their word learning but were able to achieve p a t e r  results 

with Numeric and Logographic training. They may have been able to use phonological 

and orthographic stimuli but needed to pay more attention to andor needed more help 



processing the latter. Lower scoring students, on the other hancl, may have needed both 

letter naming and letter wunting information but were only able to use the former 

effectively. Their primary need may have been to improve their phonological 

representations while their more able pers pnmary need was to improve their 

orthographic representations andor their amalgamations of the two. 

Given that these assumptions are correct, the patterns seen in this study would 

parallel the phases in Frith's (1985) mode1 of reading acquisition. Frith's mode1 describes 

three stages: Logographic, Alphabetic and Orthographic and predicts two loci for reading 

disability. "Developmental arrest prior to or early in the Alphabetic stage wodd lead to 

the most common type of poor reader: one with deficient phonological and spelling-to- 

sound decoding skills" while "developmental arrest at the next stage results in reading 

problems more closely associated with orthographic processing problems." (Stanovich & 

West, 1989) 

Frith's (1985) fiamework, as such, describes the findings of this study more 

satisfactonly than two stage models are able to. The lower functioning students in these 

expenments could be more involved in an Alphabetic stage and the higher fùnctioning 

subjects could be closer to being in a later, more Orthographic phase. The more purely 

visual, segmentation inherent in letter counting was much less useful to the former than 

to the latter who may have been relatively better able to use it. 

The fact that this more visual segmentation should be more successfùl applied 

subsequent to phonological ski11 development supports the contention that " the 

development of orthographic processing ski11 must be somewhat dependent on 

phonological processing abilities"(Stanovich & West, 1989). 



In fact, the overall performance of the Numeric condition in this study and its 

relatively superior effectiveness for more advanced readers rnay afirm the notion that 

'gphonological skills are necessary but not suficient for the fiil1 development of word 

recognition fluency" (Stanovich & West, 1989). Perhaps orthographie ski11 development 

only becomes an extensively usefil proposition once an individual's phoneme awareness 

skills have become relatively stronger, or at least as strong as, their memory skills. 

Attention to sound-letter recoding at that particular juncture would, in tum, bnng 

phonological recoding skills into a relatively superior position in the individual's overall, 

relative skill relationship. This would improve ones' chances of accurately forming, 

storing and retrieving precise, arnalgamated, representations of encoded words in and 

from memory. 

Arit hmetic and letter counting skills may, therefore, be more related to visual 

processing skills and the association of syrnbols with phonemes that can be isolated in the 

speech Stream. If they bear on phoneme awareness it may be due to their making on-to- 

one, letter-to-sound correspondences more salient to the leamer thereby making the 

sound associations easier to segment a d o r  isolate. 

Consider the following hypotheses. Trick & Pylyshyn (1993) have examined two 

separate processes in item enurneration; a rapid, pre-attentive one called "subitizing" 

which is able to accommodate small numbers and a more time-consuming and enor 

prone one that is commonly referred to as "counting". They suggest that the former is not 

possible when spatial attention is required to resolve the items that are to be enumerated. 

Subitizing operates after the spatially parallel processes of feature detection and grouping 

but before the serial processes of spatial attention. "Counting", however, is required in 



the enumeration of large numbers of items or events and probably involves both time and 

energy to move an attentional spotlight through a series of focal points. 

In other words' they contend that "subitizing" occurs prior to attention but only if 

our attention is not required in order to resolve the items to be enumerated Le. to 

discriminate, recognize and perhaps be able to identify or name them. It rnay or rnay not 

be done accurately and there is a great deal of variability in the subi tkg  ranges of 

different individuals, 

This potential variability rnay help to explain differences in individuals' responses 

to Nurneric instruction. Some subjects in this study rnay have been unable to resolve the 

letter items in words with sufficient accuracy or speed or they rnay have had more limited 

subitizing ranges that responded to the letter count training. Forcing them to count the 

letters in words rnay have inhibited or circurnvented their subitizing processes thereby 

helping them to improve their enumeration accuracy andor attend to the letters more 

carefully. Thus, letter counting rnay assist individuals who are still experiencing 

difficulty in letter or syllable resolution processes andor have subitizing ranges that are 

on the shorter end of the spectrum. Students who gained fiom letter counting activities 

rnay have improved these capacities or they rnay have circumvented their inadequacies. 

In fact, "letter counting" instruction rnight have helped students in a number of 

ways. It rnay have simply improved the accuracy of word storage and retrieval by making 

word length explicit or it might have improved the thoroughness of students' speech-print 

recoding during the word learning process. The accuracy of phonological recoding and 

initial word storage would depend on there being an appropriate. salient number of letter 

targets for phoneme transposition and/or sound-symbol amalgamation in memory. 



This amalgarnation may, in fact, be an inherently dificult task. Mck & Pylyshyn 

(1994) suggest that event (Le. sound) and item (Le. object) enumeration are differently 

affected by heterogeneity and memory load and that they may work in different ways and 

have di fferent su bit izing ranges. (p. 83) Event enumeration is more easil y affécted by both 

of the aforementioned factors and is likely to have the smaller of the two ranges "though 

this conclusion must be made with trepidation because it is dificult to know how 

temporal and spatial resolutions correspond." (p.83) 

Given that enumeration underlies, or is at least involved in, identification, one can 

see sorne of the reasons why phoneme awareness appears to be more dificult to acquire 

than symbol awareness and why its development might become the pa t e r  hurdle for the 

majority of students who have dificulty. 

Finally, Trick & Pylyshyn's analysis may a b  give us  some fiinher insight into 

the connections between and the sequence of phonological and orthographie ski11 

acquisition. They suggest that, in relation to the visual system, the assignment of names 

may be more than just a convention or convenience. It might be a necessity (p.85-86) 

because it makes it possible to refer to a particular item when it is among others, even 

though the item's location and properties change in relation to those others. In short, it 

makes it more possible to locate an object; a factor that must, in turn, affect our ability to 

match and associate it, in the case of reading, with the appropriate sound 

correspondences. 

These and other speculations require further examination. The letter counting 

results in this study were unexpected, intriguing and raise questions about the role of 



enumeration in word recognition and reading. In tact, parallels between the study of 

reading and the study of enumeration ought to be pursued in much greater detail. 

The importance of  letter naming and counting in reading remediation 

It would seem that letter naming and letter counting may have independent and 

joint influences in reading acquisition. Both involve segmentation activities and provide 

segmentation information that students appear to need and, at various stages, given 

various preexisting skills, are able to use. Their effects may be exerted directly on target 

word learning and more indirectly on reading-related skills such as phoneme awareness, 

phonological recoding and verbal memory. 

The ef5ects of letter naming appeared to be the somewhat more positive and 

longer lasting than the effects that might be associateci with the other training conditions. 

Individuals' differences are likely, however, to have interacted with the effects of 

Alphabetic training so that they were of relatively greater use to some students than they 

were to others. Relatively better students gained in their sub-skill performances and in 

target word learning while poorer students gained more in terms of their immediate word 

leaming results and their memory sub-ski11 scores. 

As such, al1 students benefited from the letter naming in Simultaneous Oral 

Spelling while subjects with more advanced reading-related sub-skills achieved even 

higher scores with Numeric (letter counting) and Logographic (whole word) training. 

Segmenting words by counting and naming their letters appeared to contnbute to 

subjects' sub-skill and target word leaming. Participants with relative strengths in 

phoneme awareness and phonological recoding were the only individuals in this study 



who were able to utilize Logographic training that did not explicitly involve a forced 

segmentation of words. 

It was, in fact, reading-related ski11 ratios that appeared to predict students' 

responses to the various training conditions in this study; a fact that raises an assessrnent 

and an instructional issue. Do we evaluate and teach to people's strengths, weaknesses or 

would it be more profitable to do both by examining the reiationships and ratios between 

skills? The findings presented here suggest that we could productively assess and teach to 

individuals' profiles of relative strength and weakness. Our interventions must, &er dl, 

provide effects that students need and are able to use. 

They must also, however, offer activities and/or information that contribute to 

ski11 development as well as improvements in current performance. It is possible to 

interpret the latter as being "success" rather than as being a contexnial, momentary 

manifestation of success. The strength of SOS letter naming derives from its potential to 

affect word leaming and the development of important reading related skills in students 

who might need help in these areas. It appears to have a positive influence on students' 

spelling7 reading and reading sub-skill development. 

This is not meant to imply that it would be appropriate to use SOS letter naming 

and letter counting predominately or for extended periods of time. There are other, more 

precisely targeted, tools for the development of phoneme awareness and phonological 

recoding that may benefit from its concomitant use. There are ais0 other, more advanced 

word learning tools that should supplant Simultaneous Oral Spelling as soon as students 

have rnastered and begun to use letter-sound correspondences. Movement to phonetic 

word leaming is the appropriate objective and must be the ultirnate priority. For some 



students, however, Simultaneous Oral Spelling may provide a bridge to the threshoId of 

that achievement . 
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APPENDW A 
READING #I  I (TEXT) 

Martin Luther King 

Martin Luther King was a famous black man. 
He was a leader of black people. 
When Martin was Young, 
there were places 
where black people could not go. 
Martin knew that this was wrong. 
He knew that ail people should have the same rights. 
He wanted to do something about this. 
He thought it was time to change things. 
Martin Luther King becarne a minister like his father. 
Martin talked to his people. 
His people listened to him. 
He told them that they should work 
to change things. 
He believed that they should do this 
without fighting. 
He believed that people 
should talk things over. 
There were also many white people 
who listened to Martin. 
They worked to change things too. 
Martin and other people 
worked to change laws. 
They worked for black people 
to have the same rights as white people. 
People will always remember Martin Luther King 
for his work. 



APPENDK A 
READING # I  I (LIST) 

work 
his 
for 
King 
Luther 
Martin 
rememb er 
will 
people 
al1 
people 
white 
as 
rights 
m e  
the 
have 
to 
people 
black 
for 
worked 
t hey 
laws 
change 
to 
worked 
t hey 
Martin 
to 
listened 
who 
people 
white 
many 
also 
were 
îhere 
over 
t hings 
talk 

shoutd 
people 
bel ieved 
he 
fighting 
without 
this 
do 
should 
they 
that 
bel ieved 
he 
things 
change 
to 
work 
should 
they 
t hat 
t hem 
toid 
he 
hi rn 
to 
l istened 
people 
his 
people 
his 
to 
talked 
Martin 
fat her 
his 
like 
minister 
a 
became 
King 
Luther 

Martin 
t hings 
change 
to 
time 
Was 
it 
t hought 
he 
this 
about 
something 
do 
to 
wanted 
he 
rights 
same 
the 
have 
should 
people 
dl 
t hat 
knew 
he 
wrong 
was 
this 
t hat 
knew 
Martin 
&O 
not 
could 
people 
black 
where 
places 
were 
t here 

Young 
was 
Martin 
when 
people 
black 
of 
leader 
a 
was 
he 
man 
black 
famous 
a 
Was 
King 
Luther 
Martin 



APPENDIX B 

Tawet Word Sets 

Word Set One: 

cheetah, purr, giraffe, tailest, Iight, hard, groups, herds 

Word Set Two: 

strays, huge, knock, grew, studied, lawyer, ruleci, president 

Word Set Three: 

leads, afraid, leopards, stripes, tall, head, trieci, goes 

Word Set Four: 

thick, fight, hear, smell, Luther, famous, wmng, became 

Word Set Five: 

turns, leader, pounds, male, rnane, bushy, female, rest 

Word Set Six: 

Africa, Asia, grass, leaves, uses, claws, spots, fÙr 



APPENDUC C 

Initial Phoaeme Recomition Test 

Taraet Phonemes and Word Stimuli 

/fat/; Isou pl; lsock/; lmeat/ 

Irowl; fiab/; /big/; Ijohd 

Imanl; Isonl; /rag/; /rnitt/ 

/let/; /foot/; /kit& /kids/ 

/rich/; kit/; lrightl; /pulV 

/bite/; /bar/; /tirne/; hooW 

Igripl; lpenl; ltick/; ltod 

Ipitl; lpiill; /day/; /bill/ 

/foot/; /hot/; Irow/; helV 



APPENDIX D 

Final Phoneme Reconnition Test 

Taraet Phonemes and Word Stimuli 



APPENDLX E 

Phoneme Location Test 

Tamet Phonemes and Word Stimuli 



APPENDIX F 

Phoneme Reconnition/Lmation Identification Test 

Tarrret Phonemes and Word Stimuli 

/fùdge/; /joke/; lwishl; nucW 

Inotel; /same/; lmadd; lwhat/ 

/rose/; /base/; lbi kel; hoo W 

Ifloorl; 1st ep/; /ro pd; /help/ 

h e m , ;  /hope/; Aabl; /note/ 

/se&/; IselV; /none/; /cal l/ 

Iwhed; /pucW; /teach/; /heart/ 

Aook/; /heep/; Iweepl; /sacW 



APPENDIX G 

Phoneme Blending 

Word StimuIi 

Part one: 
a-t 

n'-Y 
t-o 
O-n 
S-O 

i-s 
a-S 
n-O 
i-t 
0-f 

Part two: 
f-at 

wh-en 
1-augh 

n-ot 
w-il1 
b-een 
r-ock 
g-et 
b-ad 
s-i t 

Part three: 
c-a-t 

b-a-c k 
sh-ee-t 
s-i-p 
r-U-n 
f-O-r 
r-a-t 

wh-e-n 
b - a 4  
a-n-d 



APPENDIX H 

Word Pair Stimuli 

andlhand 
idpin 
alVbell 
said/sad 

thadthen 
it/wit 

much/which 
he/she 

forlmore 
li kehice 
ardfâr 
athat 

fiordfor 
be/we 
hidher 
odfo r 

workhook 
wat edwhere 

by/why 
now/know 



APPENDIX 1 

S~eech-to-Print Matcbinn Test 
SookenlPronounced words and Printed Words for Matching 

Set 1: (requires only recognition of the relatioaship between the initiai phoneme and 
the initiai letter) 

Soap 
Mask 
Frog 
Tip 
Boat 
Kiss 
Park 
Duck 
Goat 
Head 

duck soap boat 
mask dress boat 
sad mitt frog 
plant dirt tip 
boat swim drum 
paint kiss milk 
frog park swim 
soap pot duck 
swim goat mask 
head dress swim 

Set 2: (requires phonologica1 moding that exceeds the initial letter but can be made 
by recognuing the relationship between the finai letter and phoneme) 

Frog fight frog flop 
M ~ P  map mom miss 
Duck drum duck dnp 
Swim swim swap sick 
Boat book boat boom 
Heart hop hug heart 

Set 3: (requires recognition of  letter-phoneme matches for letters between word 
boundary letters) 

Mask milk mask monk 
Fast felt faint fast 
Drink duck dunk drink 
BeIt boat belt blot 
Sink sink speak slink 
Host host halt heat 

Set 4: (requires recognition of letter-phoneme matches for medial vowei letten 
found between word boundary letten) 

Bug big bug bag 
Pet pet pot pat 
Bag bug bag big 
Pot pet pit pot 
Bit bit bat but 
Bike bike bake boke 
Pete pite pote pete 
Tube tabe tube tobe 
Smoke smeke smoke smuke 
Make make mike meke 



Short-term Memorv Tests 

Letter Stimuli 

AUDITORY MEMORY: 

Rhyming Ietters: P, C, G, B, T. 
V, G, P, B, C. 
G* B, T, V, P. 

Nonrhyming letters: S. L, Q, H, R 
K, W* H, Q, K. 
R, H* W, S, K. 

VISUAL MEMORY: 

Rhyming Ictters: V, B, C, T, D. 
D, G, V, C, P. 
R, H* W* S* K. 

Nonrhyrning letters: Q, H, L, R, K. 
s* K* Q, W, R- 
B* R, K, S, W. 



Listeninn S ~ a n  Test 

Level one: 

The sun cornes up in the . . . . (morning). 
People often drive in . . . .. (cars). 

Level two: 

Dogs like to chase . . . . (cats). 
We often dress baby girls in . . . .. (pink). 
People use boats to go . . . . (fishing). 

Level three: 

The grass is . . . . . (green). 
You can see clouds up in the . . . .. (sky). 
When a wave rolls in, it hits the . . . . (beach). 
We are al1 hoping to win the . . . .. (lottery). 

Level four: 

Skydivers jump out of . . . . (planes). 
People sometimes climb . . . . . (mountains). 
To avoid drowning, you must l e m  to . .. .. (swim). 
We hang pictures on . . . . (walls). 
Everyone needs to have food to . . . .. (eat). 



APPENDIX L 

Examdes of Students' Emrs bv T v ~ e  

Target word S tudent response Error 

knock 

rnane 

st ays 

president 

ruled 

lawyer 

studied 

gr=w 

become 

spots 

leader 

Knock 

Male 

States 

Non-response 

Non-response 

Always 

Supposed 

Grade 

Believe 

Store 

Leamder 

NIA 

-1 (minus 1)  

-1  (minus 1) 

NIA 

NIA 

-5 (wild guess) 

-4 (wild guess) 

4 (wild guess) 

-4 (wild guess) 

-4 (wild guess) 

-3 (good guess) 

huge Hunt -3 (good guess) 

hard Head -3 (good guess) 



APPENDIX M 

Measurements of Tareet-word Leaming 
(Proportions Comct) 

Participant 1 
Mcasure Untraincd 1 Logo Untraincd 2 Count Untraincd 3 Alpha 

Discrimina- .69 -72 -66 .75 -66 -78 
t ion 

Discrimina- -78 -63 .69 .69 .72 -69 
tion+3 

Targetword -36 -13 .O0 -39 .23 -42 
reading in 
1 ist- bcforc 
training 

Target word .57 
rcading in 
list 4 c r  
training 

Target word .2 1 
reading in 
list- change 

Target word .25 
( o ~ Y )  
reading 
+3 weeks 

Spclling -44 .4 1 -40 .58 .70 -7 1 



Measurements of Tareet-word Learning 
(Proportions Correct) 

Participant 2 
Mcasure Uniraincd 1 Logo Untraincd2 Aipha Untraincd 3 Count 

Le-g nia -39 d a  -50 d a  -45 
îrials 

Discrimina- -91 -66 -63 .8 t -84 -8 1 
tion 

Targct word .46 -54 .O0 -36 -58 -50 
reéiding in 
list- Worc 
training 

Target word .38 
mding in 
list -after 
training 

Target word (.09) -32 .O0 -43 (-08) -10 
mding in 
list- change 

Target word 30 -75 .O0 -50 .25 .38 
(onfy 
rcading 
+3 we& 



Measunments of Tareet-word Leaming 
(Proportions Correct) 

Participant 3 
Mcasurc Untraincd 1 Count Untraincd 2 Logo Untraincd 3 Aipba 

Discrimina- 
tion 

Discrimina- 
ti0ttt3 

Target word 
rcading in 
list- M o r e  
training 

Target word 
rcading in 
list -after 
training 

Targct word 
rcading in 
list- change 

Targct word 
WY) 
reading 
+3 wccks 



Measunments of  Tareet-word Learning 
(Proportions Correct) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Mcasure Untraincd 1 Count Untraincd 2 Alpha Untraincd 3 Logo 

Discrimina- -78 -78 -9 1 -75 -66 .84 
tion 

Discrimina- -9 1 -63 .85 .69 -66 -8 1 
tion+3 

Target word -5% -36 .3 1 -46 .O0 -10 
rcading in 
kt- beforc 
training 

Targetword 1.0 
reading in 
lia -akr 
training 

Targct word .42 .O0 .5 1 - 1 1  -25 -30 
mding in 
list- change 

Target word 3 0  .75 .88 .38 .13 -50 
(oniy) 
rcading 
+3 weeks 

Spclling -69 -75 -82 -73 -57 .67 



(Proportions Correct) 

Participant 5 
Masure Untraincd 1 Alpha Uniraincd2 Logo Unlraincd 3 Count 

Lcaming d a  .49 da .60 da -65 
trials 

Discrimina- -72 -8 1 .a .88 -78 -75 
tion 

Target word 3 0  -38 -79 -54 -79 -33 
rcading in 
list- before 
training 

Targct word -80 
rcading hl 
list -aller 
training 

Target word .30 
reading in 
lia- change 

Target word -50 
(only) 
rcading 
+3 wceks 



APPENDIX M 

Measurements of Tawet-word Leaming 
(Proportions Correct) 

Participant 6 
Measure Untraincd 1 Alpha Untraincd 2 Count Untraincd 3 Count 

-g 
trials 

Discrimina- 
t ion 

Discrimina- 
ti01l-l-3 

Targct word 
rcading in 
list- bcfore 
training 

Target word 
reading in 
list -aRcr 
training 

Target word 
rcading in 
list- change 

Targct word 
(oniy) 
reading 
+3 wceks 

Spclling 



Tareet-word Reading Error Distributions 
Identity Errors from Experimental Conditions (L)(A)(N): 

Minus I (m 1). Good Guesses (gg), Wild Guesses (wg) and Non Responses (nr) 
(Proportions of Total Errors) 

initial - 
L-ml 
L-kx 
L-wg 
L-nr 

A-ml 
A-gg 
A-wg 
A-nr 

N-m 1 
N-gg 
N-wg 
N-nr 
Final - 
L-m I 
L-gg 
L-wg 
L-N 

A-m 1 
A-gg 
A-wg 
A-N 

N-m 1 
N-a! 
N-wg 
N-N 
Change 
L-m 1 
L-lx4 
L-wg 
L-nr 

A-ml 
A-lx 
A-wg 
A-N 

N-ml 
N-gg 
N-wg 



APPENDIX O 
Participant I :Reading-Related Skills Pre/Post test scores 
(Letter naming speed is a measure of letten p a  second) 

(Al1 other scores are Proportions Correct) 
Pre/post tcsts Initial tcst Post Logo test Post Count tcst Post Alpha test 

Letter naming 
SDCCd 

Lcttcr naming 
accuracy 
kttcr naming in 
words 

Phoncme 
mgnition 
Phoncmc 
produclion 
Spccch-teprint 
matching 
Pscudoword 
rcading 
Spclling 

Comuositc 
Phonoloaical 
Rccoding scorc 

Initial phoncmc 
mgnition 
Final phoncmc 
recognition 
Phoneme location 
Phonemc 
rcc~g~t i~I ï /  
Location 
Scqucntial 
segmentation 
Phoncme blcnding 
Rhyme sensitivity 

Composite 
Phoncme 
Awareness scorc 

Auditory mcmory 
Visual mcmory 
Listcning span 



APPENDIX O 
Partici~ant 2: Reading-Related Skills Pre/Post test scores 
(Letter naming speed is a masure of letters per second) 

(AH other scores are Proportions Correct) 
Pdpost tcsts Initia1 tesi Pest Logo Post Alpha Post Count 

Let ter naming 
SDccd 

Lettcr naming 
a-cy 
Lcttcr naming in 
words 

Cornwsitc Lctlcr 
Naminn Accuracy 
SCOCC - 
Phoncme 
rccognition 
Phoneme 
ptoduction 
Speech-to-pMt 
matching 
Pscudoword 
rcading 
Spclling 

Initial phoncmc 
mgnition 
Final phoncmc 
recognition 
Phoneme location 
Phoncme 
mgnition/ 
Location 
Scquential 
segmcnîation 
Phoneme blcnding 
Rhyme sensitivity 

comwsitc 
Phoncmc 
Awareness score 





APPENDIX O 
Partici~ant 4: Readinsz-Related Skills Pre/Post test scores 
(Letter naming speed is a meanire of letters per second) 

(Al1 other scores are Prooortions Correct) 
Prdpost tests initial kst Post Count Post Alpha Post Logo 

Lcttcr naming 1.5 
m 
Letlcr naming -94 
accuracy 
Lettcr d n g  in -98 
words 

Phoncmc .80 
mgni t ion  
Phonmc .90 
production 
Speech-to-print .87 
maiching 
Pscudoword .45 
rcading 
Spclling .84 

Initial phoncmc .92 
recognition 
Final phoncmc .75 
mgni t ion  
Phoncmc location .69 
P honcme .72 
mgnition/ 
Location 
Scquential - 
scgmcnta tion 
Phoneme btcnding .3 7 
Rhyme sensitivity .55 

Cornposit e .57 
Phonemc 
Awareness scorc 

Auditory mcmory .80 
Visuaimcmory -83 
Listcning span -36 



APPENDlX O 
Participant 5 :  Reading-Related Sküls PrelPost test scores 
(Letter naming speed is a masure of letters p a  second) 

(AI1 other scores are Proportions Correct) 
P d p s t  tests Initiai tcst Post Alpha Post Logo Post Comt 

Lctter naminp; 
SDCCd 

Lcttcr naming 
accuracy 
Lctter naming in 
worâs 

score - 
Phoncme 
rccognition 
Phoncmc 
production 
Spcwh-to-print 
matching 
Pscudoword 
mding 
Spclling 

Composite 
Phonoio~icai 
Rccoding scorc 

Initial phoncmc 
rccognition 
Final phoncmc 
recognition 
Phoncmc location 
Phoncme 
rccognitionl 
Location 
Scqucntial 
scgrnentation 
Phoncmc blcnding 
Rhyme xnsitivity 

Comwsitc 
Phoncme 
Awareness score 

Auditory mcmory 
Visual memory 
Listening span 

Mcmorv score 



APPENDIX O 
Particioant 6: Reading-Related Skills PrelPost test scores 
(Letter naming speed is  a masure of letters per second) 

(AI1 other scores are Proportions Correct) 
P d p o s t  tests initial tcst Post Alpha Post Count Post Logo 

Lcttcr naming 
accuracy 
Lcttcr naming in 
words 

Commsite Lcttcr 

Phoneme 
rccognition 
Phonemc 
production 
Sph-to-print 
malching 
Pscudoword 
rcading 
Spclling 

Commsite 
Phonolo~ical 
Rccodine: scorc 

Initial phoncmc 
rccognition 
Final phoncmc 
recognition 
Phoncme location 
Phoncme 
m g n i  tiod 
Location 
Scquential 
scgmcnîation 
Phoncme blcnding 
Rhyme scnsitivity 

Cornmite 
Phoncrne 
Awareness score 

Auditory mcmory 
Visual mcmory 
Listcning span 



APPENDlX P 

Initial Tamet-Word Reading Remonse Distributions 

(Proportions of the Total Number of Target Words) 

Participant/ 
-PO= 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Type 

C o r n  -15 .25 .27 -2 1 -46 -23 

Minus 1 -13 -04 .f7 .O4 -19 -04 

Good Gucss -19 .O2 . l S  -19 .13 -04 

Wild Gucss -33 -04 -25 -32 -19 -19 

Non- -2 1 -65 -17 -15 .O4 -50 



IMAGE EVALUATION 
TEST TARGET (QA-3) 
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